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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

~~~~~~~yD~~;~~-~~-~-9.~~.: Y.±:~~~~-·-·::~:~~~:::::
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. : : : . :.: : : :.·:: : · · · · ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .

1t¥f

~~?.F~.~-- ..................... . ................................................ ...

STATE. ......

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numhers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken alon g. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrati/ns.

Date.....May

··~·:Z..... -ClGudy····and···humid··

Arrived at Everglades about noon wi th Charlie and Fred Varne. Met Art Eiff1.er and Barron
Collier that afternoon. Was introduced to various people around town whom I will be in contact with during this season. Tried to locate a skiII but didn't find one . Everglades is
a nice little town and the people seem to be very friendly . It was too late to set camp
p on Pavillion Key and run out to Duck Rock so we stayed in town . First reports on Duck R.

from the lgcal people are that there bas been sh ggting. Eyeryope glad to see us.
early for Pavillion. Took a look at Duck R. on the way and

Date.¥.a.Y... .l0....... C..l.e.a.r ....an4 ... w.a.r.m ................. Left

no birds were seen except Cormorants and a few Br. Pelicans. No nesting. Found a good camp
site on Pavillion and set up, then took Charlie and Fred to Everglades. They had to get back
to Miami. Fo d a skiff and Charlie purchased it for 150. Didn't want to make the trip
through Sandfly Pass by myself ate in the afternoon so slept on the boat in town after
havi dinner with the Eiff1.ers. Art has given me alot of good information on the people
and the area in general .
.
May ii Clear, warm and breezy. Went to PaViilion in the morning al one and made the
D
ar£nf~~~~Oft~~~~iiiiri~·~t~·~~~i~~1t~g;~ ~~p~~s c~gutn~h~~ir&1inai~ •t 0!~~e~~em~~g~iR§nt1~~R~re
at Duck R. about 2 P.M. to look around cause there weren't any birds to bother giving me a
chance to look at the set-up. Found one wounded Wh. Ibis(immature) . One of his wings was
wounded . Being a young bird, it seems to me definite evidence of shooting. I didn't attempt
to capture the bird and he seemed to be quite active. The birds started to come in about
\
J,; 30 and I got a fa.irly accurate count.-Wb. Ibis-750. Louisiana Heron-475, Snow E.-275,
~ . .r....~.~llµ~ . . H.~.r.9.n:::-.5.9.,,. ....Q..rlQ ... Arn.......$.P:ret-25. The flight finished about 7:00. About 450 Cormorants
came in also along with a few Br. Pelicans. About 75% of all the bires cme from the Huston
and Chatham River area. Few birds are feeding in the Duck R. and Pavillion Key area. Only
boats seen near Duck R. Were two charter boats and they passed a good distance from the
roost.
Date...... ~1.....! .?............9.!~~~'--

. . ~.~~ . .J .... ~!.9uding up in the evening. Thunderstorm on the maiD!and.
Cleaned up camp then roamed around Pavillion to see what kind of island I'm living on.
Evening flight at Duck R.--Wh. Ibis-750, La.. Heron-650, Snowy Egret-375, Little Bl. H.-75
Am. Egret-25, Gr. Blue Heron-2, Cormorants-350 and Br. Pelicans-50.
Commercial fishing
boat NEM out of Turkey Key coming from Everglades paid a visit about 5:00 P.M. while at
Duck R. Had an interesting chat with them and got some info. The skipper says the birds
have been shot up some this Spring, and is glad to see a warden at Duck Rook.

Datew~~....f~..Tu~i:;-~K:~:!~~u~.~~o~n s~:!!i !~q:~n~=~n~~~ha~~e r~~;tem~~!r~: ~~~ ~!f~!~

and his
wife talking with him for an hour or so. Stopped in to see Broden, skipper of the NEMO.
t vening fli~ht--White Ibis-870, La.• Heron-810, Snowy Egret-400, Little Blue-60, Am. Egret-35
Gt. Blue Heron-3.

m; wino 2t5' to
around during the day exploring
the keys and water around Pavillion and Duck. Few birds are
feeding out here, most of them seem to be on the mainland
during the day. About 700 Wh. Ibis came in on the evening
flight withuot~e
.~.'Qirds liabout th~_j same,, )
( O,v>JJJ.t)
( se
itwrnil s eet to avow crowaing
~v
May 12: Clouoy( cumUlus and sf!Patb-cMl\11\ls.

Date.j()""Mfi}:i"'most'"'()f'"'d'.ay.....~.... }~·ool:e'd'
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...............P.uck ...R®.k............................................................................... STATE. ........... :f~.9.~1.:4~......................... . . ... . . ....... ........... ................ ...
INCLUSIVE DATES .......... ~Y....:L..2'.:?9.........'. ?.! . . ........................................
NOTE:

.

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling;. amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats 1?-et with; n.amcs of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual bappemngs; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

May

15

went into town.

NE wind 20 to 30 mph, water rough. M&de a few

er~nds

and

iPo~ght . ..supplies·~· . iffrid" ...stfll".bln in early eveni~ so stayed in town. Had ~inner with Mr. &
Mrs. Wiggins. He is the Florida Game & Fish Camjission game warden for this area. Unfortunatel
ly he is resigning from the conmission at the end of this month.

Date ......lilay: ... 16....... Ligh.t ....NE. ...w.ind,. ....c.umulus clouds, & beautiful day. Got out to Pavillion and Duck.
Looked around for feeding birds. Very low tide in the afternoon attracted about 600 egrets
and herons. Also s~w 28 Spoonbills feeding in cove just north of Duck. Only 200 Wh. Ibis came
in. Louisiana H.-800, Snowy Egret-46o, Little Blue-.50, Am. Egret-30, and 6 Great Blues. Last
but not least were 33 SP-oonb~ ~oming ~n attef sunset. With binoculars I could see flocks
of birds over t he ma nland going south in the evening, over Turkey ~Key, probably heading
for a roost south of Duck. Could be Plover Key,
Dat
... ~r..J.1 . . ~.'?~~h4:'..Z.:f1.. . Y.i.fu.~.~. . .~.5. to 30 mph with gusts all day. ater rough.Went to Duck Rock
anc'fioring about noon. Small squall hi t about 4 P .M. 124 Wh Ibis came in to roost, 800 Louisiana
Herons, 455 Snowy E. , 50 Little Blues, Am. Egret-25 and three Spoonbills came in after Husk.
Others mi~ht have come in but it was too dark to identify any birds. Early hurricane off East
coast, nothing to worry about here.

Date .........~Y. ... J$. ..... ..f~.l,,gb~ ....~.9. ...m.9.9~.r.~t~ NW winds. Cumulus clouds. Went to Turkey Key and visited with
the Squires. Wonderful people. They showed me
er- ~e, just south of Turkey. Saw approx,
50 fe eding Spoonbills in v~rious plumages. He also showed me possible roosts near there, where
I think many birds are heading for in the evenings. Evening flight- Wh. Ibis-250, Louisianas95 5, Snowy-360, Little Blue-75, Am Egret-25, and one Spoonbill. About 40 Spoonbills were
fe e ·
:1,n cove apout 3/4 d.l~. NE pf Duck Rock.
·

o

o

he morning. No luck so will have it chec _';d
all right. Jai .ed 4 " , o Trepassing" signs and 1 "N.o
Landing" in scattered spots on Duck. Patrolled along the ma.inland near Duck looking for
Spoonbills. Saw about 35, mostly immutures but some adults. Evening flight Wh. Ibis-800,
La • .Heron-750, other birds came in usual numbers but no Spoonbills. They were feeding though
just north of Duck.

1!_ar\e·zverg ".ide·s·~ ···Boat····"EgTra···n....working

Date..........~.Y. ... ?.9........9.~~.l!n~4 ..J.l:P ...t.~.nt.... ~nd

area. ~ent to Turkey Key and chat
w·~ tne ' ~e.s.
Stayed for lunch. Picked up a dog to talce to Warden Wiggins in Everglades. Went to Duck Rock
about 3 P.M. Man by the name of Dodd sto ped and passed the time of day. Lives up the Chatham
River and was out this way to et some people coming from Everglades in another boat.
·
Ibis picking up a little with 1220 coming in during the evening. Almost all of them came
from the Chatham River flyway, Sil of Duck. Scattered Spoonbills feeding along mainland,

!~·:::·:~2r:~~~ r~~~
( U$e acldition<il iheet to av"id crou:ding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or ta.ken ahoard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of binls observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Mav 2113'.ibt NW winds, few cloud§. Went to Everglldei about noon. Left outboard motor to
~eche°dkect·~.... ·Bought.... fci'od ...and""gas. Fooled around town getting acquainted. Talked with a few
charter-boat fisherman. Delivered dog to Wiggins. Stayed with them for the night.

Date.......May.... 22 ......P.id....s.ome....errands . .a.round

town. Went with Art Eiffier and Bill House to Chokoloskee
for a little fishing and to show me that end of thebay. Got out to Duck for the evening flight
and there was ve
litt le change in the amount 0-f pirds... co.ming in, with about 1200 Ibis and the
usual herons and egrets. 24 Spoonbills cme in late. Stayed at Duck all night to see what goes
on in themorning.
Qn uc
oc •
he remainder perched in the
mangroves. They weren't feeding. At
.M. they took off in a mass heading for Duck Rock Cove.
They've been feed i ng there in the evenings at 'low tiae ut didn't notice that many. Evening·
f l ight- Wh. Ibis-1500(1argest flock of 500 came from the south just after sunset) Louisiana
Heron-800, Snowy Egret-500, Little Blues-75,Am. Egret-125, Man 0 1 War Birds-6, Brown Pelicans100 , Cormorants-500 and 2 Spoonbills.
~;;.:.~!J:.loo

Dmfi'e . . r~6~. P'a~ill'iori""s'fi:.~br~k~. . do!n

: nd ~ent an hou~a o; so ~in~in:Y;~Ytr~u~e. ~~ll seem to
have gone bad so changed to a spare coil and she works like a charm. Went to Turkey Key and
dropped in on the Squires. He told me there was shooting at Plover Key last night and I figure
that the flock of 500 Ibis which came in late evening were chased from Plover, but that's only
a guess. About 2000 Ibis came in this evening.

0

.... . .9.~r.r.~~- . .~J.:~uds, hot & muggy- Finall had a
about time, after xrtxrttx: waiting for them almost every nig • Tne flight was the largest
since I've been here but still not up to par. The northern flyway paid off and Ibis are starting to use it. A
• 6000 Ibis came n with about .3000 using the northern flyway, 2000 from
the SE and a 1000 jus
r
ng In from various directions.It was a beautiful sight for me and
let's hope larger flights begin. Am not sure but think I heard faint shooting from the south
which would mean either Plover or Turkey Key.
Date..............Ma.Y.....~.Q~ ...~....w.i.n4.....~::::3Q ....ffiPh. At 6 A.M. found 183 Spoonbills on Duck Rock. An hour later
they headed for Duck Rock Cove. Went beachcombing along Pavillion Key finding one t urtle crawl
where a sea turtle came up on the beach to lay eggs. Found two pair of Black-whiskered Vireo
but no nest, saw a Mangrove Cuckoo and a few .Snowy Plovers. About 5000 Wh. Ibis came in to Duck
with about 4000 using the northern flyway. A lack of birds( only 600) from the SE(Chatham :iiver)
flyway has me guessing. Does it mean no one bothered them this evening, it's possible. 16
Spoonbills JDalVd: KDl came in for the evening.
Date................. .Ma.y....27.......CJ.oud¥-...a.nd. ...rai.ny all day up till early evening
R h
d ..
. .. l h
Evening flight- Wh. lbia-5500, and not much change with the o her--ac war en sign or tnitia ere:

Date .......... ~Y.....?..5. ....~....9.~~

~~~~·.:: !~~~~~~l=b~~ 2i~=h~~~:·~~~~s!i~~dD:n~~!

&

ellow by the name of Demax.ee were netting tirtles. 'l'heir
wives and en l(ili!llu1illm;nmlmwtftaraJJll! ~ding)
~

... /}/).............

J. ... . . . . . . . . . . ... ·.

. . . . . ..

.....~........................ ................. ......... ..................
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and ~ames of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

1

Da~o~t§2·· · e·~!riln~·~rir~ht·:- ~··i'~·£i:~ '~~o~~r6 ~~~ ~~ ~~1; !:e c~:1~o:c~t~ ~6c~P!~~~i~s:~

hundred or so Man 0' War Birds were aroun at dusK with most of them roost ng on DucK.
Louisiana Herons are nesting on Pelican Key, just outside of Sar.dfly Pass. Lo gerhead Turtles
are feeding in the waters all along here. They can be seen when they come up for a r.

-

Date.MaY: ....~9 ....9J.,~~:r... ~.n4. . . !i~.r.J.Il... !'.~~.h ... N'vli

winds 10-20 mph. Wandered over to Turkey Key taking with me
the battery charger which is on the blitjk. No one could start it down there so will have it
fixed in town. Not much change in the evening flight at Duck. A little more then 50 Spoo:mbills came in to-night.

Date .. ~Y.. .. .2.9... ... 9.:J:.:".~~

. .~.1'.1~ ... :Vf:~:r.1:11....~.~~ti light NW wind. Fooled around with battery charger and got it
running but carburetor gasket is worn and gas leaks out before gettibg to the cylinder.
~ 00 Wh. Ibis put on. a nice show this evening. Spoonbills(ll8)arrived before dark. Louisiana
erons have started to nest on Duck. Two nests had an egg apiece. Le~ shore immediately
after find i ng eggs and s ome unfinished nests.

12,000 came in to-mJmt mostlY' in small rtock& except tor
each. J t '?counted the Ibis but it seems the Snowy
Egrets and Louisiana H. have increa ~ ed with an increase of birds from the south. Identified
a Soot Shearwater this afternoon between Pavillion and Duck. It landed in the water apparently ire out letting me approach very close,. A new life bird and a good one. Glades fire
has been burning for two days. 75 Spoonbills on the evening flight.

May 11 Clear warm and mu~gy.
Dat«\;wd
....larger....one·s . ·with···about.... :2, 00

Date.. J.une.... l

... W.ent.... into. ..t .ow.n ......Ca.lled up Charlie Brookfield to find out if a tour was coming out to
Duck. Got a few supplies and gas. Arrived back at Duck late afternoon finding the Louisiana
Herons quite active. Some of the birds are bringi!_ig nesting material across the water from
the mainland. No estimate on the size of the · colony yet. Am glad they're nesting because
ey s duld attract othernesting species so they will not be bothered by me.Spied a house boat
in a cove near Duck and went over to visit. There were two fishermen who just came up from
the southa(Lostrnan's)Stayed for au rand chewed the fat most of the evenin •
· - 0 000

1

1

Date~....J .~!!.....a?.... Bw~.~!.~£.~~~. . ~~.~~e?. . anfd nicet~eatteb:rd• Wen!Thto Xugerb

Ho e an uzzar-u ney oo... ing or nes ing i s.
ere may
some Louisianas nesting but nothing else. Was back at Duck
in t i me for even·ng fli~ht. Some 10,100 Ibis roosted. Snowy
Egrets nd Loui siana Herons are coming in t hicker with an
i ncreaee in the s9vthern flyway.
( Uae additional sheet to avoid crowding)

G\J'fN
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) __________________QJ.19-k___fi_Q9-lL ___________________________________ _sTATE__~1.Q!"ida=----------------------------INCLUSIVE DATES____cl~~-1±::-J& __________________________________ _
weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
lme, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o!her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date--~~~--~-~--QJ,~~~---~p_g __~~!'..J]._L1'_}]understorms over mainland. Went up the Chatham River visiting
a Mr. Dodd who stopped by Duck one evening and stopping in at the Took~'s meeting them for
the first time. Nice people. They told me a few interesting things about the back country.
Returned to Duck before the evening flight finding little change. The Louisiana Herons are
still busy setting up their nesting colony which has all ready attracted a few crows. A
pair of Anhingas were hanging around toaay. Some 9,000 used the roost tonight.
NOTE:

~eport.

' ~ ,,,·r

Date June 5- Clear, warm with light NW Winds. Arrived 1h town by 111''.M. '.Pickett up repaired outboard--mofor--incCs-upp]]_:-e-s-~--Had carburater for battery charger cleaned and fixed up with a
gasket. Was back at Duck late afternoon before birds started to come in. Still no increase
·n the Ibis. The rainy season has iust about begun and when the prairies get wet more birds
should start to use the roost.

Date____ J_une..__6~_Q1.~a._:r.,_ __ }Y~_rm ____~_jJ~h
visited the Squires. Looked
9,000 Ibis came in tonight.
them roosting on Duck after
picture and are a nuisance.
easily.

light winds most of the day. Went to Turkey Key for ice and
around Buzzard Key and Auger Hole. Quiet down there. About
Spoonbills are still feeding in Duck Rock Cove with most of
the tide comes in. Mosquitoes and sa.nQ_.(.lJ.e$ have entered the
The tent is mosquito-proof but the sand flies find me very

Date June ?:Still clear and hot. Went up the Chatnam River and into Chevalier Bay to see wnat.
bir(fs-are--fe-eding-ln--the-·area. Scattered flocks of egrets and herons were feeding in that
area. Saw Mr. Darwin for a few minutes before he went into town. He lives along Chevalier
Bay, near Gopher ~reek. Went a little ways up Go her Creek with the skiff and outboard.
Saw three Spoonbills feeding along the creek and found head, wing and tail feathers of a
recently killed irmnature Wh. Ibis. There was little change in the flight at Duck Rock.
Date----~~11~--~-~jl_9j;_an.Q.__ ~_W-.t.~~---1-!mnderstorms over mairilind. EXcept for the Louisianas no other i i i

herons or e ~rets are nesting on Duck. There are though a few Snowys, Am. Egrets and Wh. Ibis
han~inp around dur ~ ng the day. That wounded Ibis which I saw on Duck during rrw first week is
~ till there. His win~ looks better but is st ill unahle to fly. Seems to find plenty of food.
A fishP-rman, Red Phillips, from Tur~ey Key broke down near Duck in the evening on his way
to town. He s _
a
o or so t:r;.ring to fix: the motor. I towed him back to Turkey Key
after the evenin~ fli~ht was through.
D
June 9-Rot ana sultry. Charlie :Brookfield anived with toUI and the1e was a wonde1ful
ate_-riignt--o-r-ThTs--;--Tffere---w-ere ossibly 15, 000 Ibis and many of the flocks came very
se
.......-t'.'ttd"""l\"io~~
a
on tneir way in, g1ving the people quite a thrill.
Three Spoonbills flew around
for a while but no large flocks came in.

Date______J_une___lQ:":'___Ql_e_a_:r __ an.d_ __w_aJ~'nh Light NW wind. v ent up the Hus
ton River and came back lllll out the Chatham. Found the canal
\ where everyone holes up during hurricanes and looked the se
I up over. Nice country along those rivers . About 14,000 Ibis
on the evening flight. At least 5,000 Louisiana Herons,2,50
Snowys and some 700 Little Blues have been coming in to Due
nightly
{Use additional sheet to avoid crowding) this week. (over

Each warden si.gn or initial here:

~~f~
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) _________Q~~k___fi_
Qgk______________________________________________5TATE_ _
INCLUSIVE

_fl_Qr_ida_______________________________

DATES-~!ID~--~--U.::l7______________________________ _

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas p atrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purch ased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date __~_im_e___ l-1 ...Hot.--and-..clear.--.w.ith

light NW winds. Went into town. Egret boke down just outside
of Everglades and worked on motor for an hour or so, checking gas line and switching coil
After a while she started. Still am not sure j ust what caused it. Could have been the gas
that I bought at Turkey Key. It is pumped from drums and often gets dirty. Arrived in
t own late s o decided to stay overnight.

Date __ J..une--l-2---Hot-,---scat..te-r-e.d--.eumulus

clouds and NW wind. In towa Got supplies etc. Talked Jdil
with mechanic at Riggs' Fish House. He looked at t he Egret's motor andput in a new wire
going from coil to distributor which might be shorti ng out. He also helped fix my small
bilge pump. Arrived at Duck Rock for evening flight. About 12,000 Ibis came in. Louisian
heron-5, 000, Snowy Egret-2,000 , Litt le Blue Heronfi700, and Am. E~rets also came i n but it
is difficult to identi fy thebirds that came in after the sun went down.

Date __cl_wi,_~_JJ_-:::Y!~-~--~IL<!_l!l1:!g!Q[___QJ,_~?ned J1P

tent and boat. Loaded camera with color film and took
s ome shots of Pavillion e and Duck Rock. While at Duck in the late afternoon, Adolpn
okes from Chokoloskee tiea up o my boat and watched the birds come in. His wife and
some children were along. They were camping on t he other side of Pavillion Key looking
for t urtles. It seems the L
turtles fo_µnd in these waters are considered quite a
delicacy by the people around here.

Date_-4.~~--_!~___!'!s>.!'. _!Vi.!'..h___~~~~~-~!'-~~

61ouds and showers to the east over tfie mainland.
Went to Turkey Key for ice and visited with the Squires. Was back at Duck late afternoon.
Loui siana Herons st i ll busy nest i ng . Cormorants too. 76 Spoonbills came in during the
eveni ng. Some 10 ,000 Ibis_came in to roost. Two Anhingas flew in this evening.

Date ____ J_
une __)..5__ ....__]l~_ig_~g_ __t_9-__ gQ__Jnto

town ma.inly to call Miami and make a dental appointment.
One of my wisdom teeth is acting up and think it wise to have it pulled out. Had one bad
night with it and want no more trouble. Appointment is for Thursday, June 21 which means
I'll leave Everglades Thursday morning and getting back Friday morning. Approx. 12,<X>O
Ibis this evening and 86 Spoonbills. Other birds about the same. The Chatham River flyway
comes in late every evening with birds sttll arriving_after dark.

Date__.!LYM__ J6~\i~rJJJ--~m:t_n_iQ~___~Jth

light NW winds. Tour day. Charlie arrived well before the
Ibis started to come in and they put on a good show for the crowd. It was a normal flight
with about 12 000 ~~rds. The people were very interested in Duok Rockand were full of
questions. nfortunately no Spoonbills came in while they were anchored here but they did
finally come in after the boat left.

~M~

.

3~ "/io ~-<p-4
01 J. ~ ~ ¥r. __ _
·
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CG~~
~
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6-o-\r~ '4.1.1
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area) ____ JmgkJ~-~k ________________________________________________5TATE ___~Q_!"i~-----------------------------I NCLUSIVE DATES ___-!._~~---~~-:~-----------------------------------NOTE : Report weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or t ak en along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimat e numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date__ _!l_une. __ .l8~&.in __ in __Ill_QI'ning.,,. __ _t1ot

and muggy, with more rain during the evening. Vari&ble winds
Well, the 5'1uall season has started. The morning squall was with not too much rain, mo~tly
wind. Thunderstorns lasted from 6 P.M. to midnight . Very little change in the evening
flight with about 12,000 ibis coming in.

Date_~!!!!~___!9_
::__!!~~--!!~h---~-~--§_~eze f'rom the SW, shifting to NW • F'irial fy got b&tte17 charger
working all right. Knew it would run after working on it this time because I just left a battery
in town to be slow charged. Studied terns on Pavillion Key today. Royal, Least, Common, and
Cabot's Terns were flocked together. Some Black Skimmers are in the area too. T
em
have uat moved in. There are abo 30 on Pavillion and a small key nearby. A little more then
1 ,000 ibis came· in this evening with little change in other roosting. Stayed at Duck Rock all
night.
Date ____ J_une. __ 2.Q_JXa.rm., ___ c.l.oJJdy. __witb thunderstorms and variable winds. Bill P.ouse, charter boatman
from Everglades came by Duck 8 in the morning. He had a fishing party and inquired about the
fishing around here. ient to Turkey Key and came back to Duck in afternoon. Ibis flight increased to about 20 ,ooo.

Date ___ 4_~-~---?!:::_Q-_ot --~Q---~-~--~-~9-__ went to Mi8JDI on the morning arr!vlng in Mfui at noon. D.ropped
in the office and talked with Charlie Brookfield, then went to the dentist. Had a wisdom and a
molar tooth taken out. Also had an old filling drilled. out with a new being put in. Came back
to Everglades on the midnight bus.

I

...
Date ___.J.~.!!~--~~_Qlo~.Q.y.1. ___h~-~L-!'ith showers during the day and in theeveiiing. Got out to DUck
in the afternoon. A fitting broke on the Egret's gas filter so a n .t'ilter had to be put in.
This happened in town and didn't cause me any trouble. Jimrqy Muir, the postmaster's son, age
fourteen is spending a few days with me out here. He was anxious to spend a little while "camping" on Pavillion Key so I bought him along. He's good company. Will bring him back to town
my next trip in . There was hardly anv change in the roosting flight.

June 23- Mot , scdt ry, cloudy wi t h slmwe1 s and ligh t s qualls. Tow• day . About

~ , 006

ibis

c~~-n;---dufing-t.neparty-rs--vrsit . Eve~ne got their fill of ibis . It was a very congenial crowd

and they
themselves.
. en1'oyed
' .
Date June 24- Cloud.y, humid , showers in the morning and varici:ie winds . To-day's the "red letter
for Duck Rock as far as I'm concerned . Th 'bis rea~ _poured in this evening and with them were
se
ssy Ibis. With Jl.nucy" hel:_pin& to count our total count was well over 45.,000. The northern flyway startea early and finished late. The shifting of the ibis to new feedi~ grounds
x no doubt has accounted for the increas
i
e
'
Date__f_Qr ___th_e~---~i_:r.gl~Q.___Q}']t:r. __t_b~L. roost for five minutes loo ing 1
Each warden sign or initial here:
over. Finally the dropped in and were lost amongst the many tho
sand of White Ibis. After tonight I now believe all the things
I heard about Duck Rock.---Bill Brown, and his family anchored
Duck Rock Cove about five in the evening. They planned to do a
little netting after dark. The birds didn't even notice them.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date_~~~---~-2:-:~i-_l:! __ !l_<J~1J~---!~---~_l:le early morning with threatening skies all day. Visited Turkey
Key arld picked up some ice. Got back to Duck a litt le after midday. It seems that the Louisiana
Herons have hatched their eggs because young birds can be heard crying arrl squawking. As yet
I'm still not pos i tive i;:_he White Ibis are nest i
but there are some birds flying back and forth
like n
i ng i s. A few Snowy Egrets and Little Blue Herons are around during the day. Tonight
the ibis slacked off a little with 30 to
ousand coming in. A nice Flight.
J) t
June 26-Tfireatening clouds followed us all the way into town during the morning. I took
7 ' JI~--J.rurr--bi:i:cl<-:---He--e-iiJoye-a--lirs
few days out here away from town. hile in town I met Mr. & Mrs.
~, friends of mine from Homestead. During the tour· season they spent alot of time
photographing wildlife at Anhinga ~rail. They were over this way hoping to find someone who
knows- where alligators nest. They are coming out to-morrow to with me because I want them to
see Duck Rock. Stayed in town overnight.

June 27-Spent a little While 1n town !1X1ng tne gas !11ter. Had trOUble starting the motor

~~~--:rouna---rt.--wa.-stJie___gas--Tfit-e r. I fixed it enoµgh tb.. get us out to Duck Rock. Showed them

my

camp on Pavillion and then we went to Duck. Fortunately there was a spectacular flight with
over 50 00 ibis fl in in. There mi ht have been over 60,000 though ~because some birds came in
e from the hatham and it was impossi e o es ma
or it was almost dark. Fifty or so
ere surprised at the number of birds usi the roost.
Spoonbi lls als o came in. Al
He took some shots of the birds corning in.
Date __ .!}_une.__ 28=-_C..l.cm.d;!_. ___nic.fLlmt ___ some

small showers. Worked again on Egret's gas line and filter,
and this time I got it straightened out. The glass filter bowl didn't fit right so I changed
bowls and that was all she needed. The Milottes slept in the tent and I slept on the Egret . She
cooked the meals and it was nice to have s omeone el se get the meals for awhile. They like the
camp on Pavillion. Early in the afternoon we went to Duck. About 6o,OOO ibis came in to roost.
40 Spoonbills and 150 Man 0 1 War Birds came in too. The am~unt of Louisiana Herons has dropped
off and no doubt due to their nesting in other areas.
Date ___ ~~~--~9-__
::V_ve -!e~ ___~p__~.!'___
!~ur A .M. to watch the birds leave. 1'he ibis. started to lea':"e about
five flfteen and finlshed around six.. There were ten or more flights leaving the roost with one
.mJUI. of t em consistin o
·
000 birds , and to see that many birds rise up a o
ime..
was really wo
getting up for. Brought the Milottes back to town and came back to Duck in the
afternoon. It rained steady all the time I was at the roost. Somewhere's around 50,000 ibis came
in. Saw an ibis carrying nesting material into the roost this afternoon.

I
'7

/

Date-~~~_JQ_:-:La~~!-_Q~ __ .Qf__~b~-- eeason came out and over 50 ,ooo ibis came in while they were here .

I took a few of the people with cameras around the roost in theEgret so they could get better
pictures. The tour boat left Duck Rock after most of the birds came in. I forgot to mention
'-"(he othe r day that one of the cormorants on Duck Rock has a silver band on his left leg. Am
wondering whether he was banded. here in Florida or up north.

Date__ J_ul.Y---.l~___Sl.e.l)t____on___th_~_J~.®---t,

anchored off Duck Rock last ni t 'f:<'n b
·3 - -- •
• • • l ,_ --ent south alon~ the coast to Lostma.n's River. Had planned to v i re waraen sign or imtza oere:
Barney Parker but he wasn't at the ranger station there. On the
way back I invest i gated islands bet v·een LostIMn 1 s and Turkey Ke
but couldn't find any nesting birds. Buzzard Key is abandoned w·
no evidence of nesting.
se additional sheet to avoid crowding}
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NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date.-~-~--~-~~!\.~ __}J!Q_
m!ng_ __~!-___ p_~villion Key camp. Apa.ir of Wilson's Plovers with two yO\mg birds
just hatche« last week have been feeding on the beach near Il\Y' tent. Caught a snook for lunch
and supper. If you hear any ru@ors about me fishing down here they• re true but ~
a
c mmercial !}.shing. I have enough trouble catching enough to eat as it is. Spent afternoon
at Duck Rock. Ov
OQ b.
c~ in. Of course it's impossible to count these birds and I
believe my coun s might be a little on the conservative ~ide.

-·

...

.....

~

,

Date____ ~~y:_J __~!l!!!_! __ ~-~~~t_!?-_~~!l:-. caught me off guard and beacb~Jiljlhe Egret. No ciamage t.o t.ne boat
or tent even thoup,h the wi nd blew over fifty miles per hour . The stonn came from the east .
Didn't go to Duck Rock this evening. Mud flats near Pavillion were covered with egrets, herons,
ard some ibis in the evening before dark, at low tide. Put supports under the Egret and made
preparations to "launch" her tomorrow at high tide.

JUIY 4 -Chewe d m;y nail~ a l l morni ng 'i1er'f7i:l"l'g whether the l.ifle weal:ti eeme ift hi~ et\&l:lgh
t~a1froa:t-·"Egret;--W±th---a---11tt-1e-·push ar two she slid ()ff. Got to Duck about one in the afternoon.
Ibis started to . . . come in slow)y around 4 P .M. and after dark Uhey were still coming in .from
Chatham River whic~ has been the late- flyway. P-0ssib
75 O 1.b.a ceme in 11& am:l it seem t() be
the largest flight yet .. T ere was quite a. litt. e e cc ing to the north towards Ghokoloskee.
ver 50' shots coul<i be hea
tiring the evening .fli&lit" . It -Oidn' t seem to bother the birds at
all and they kept pouring in from the north. Anchored off Duck iock and prepared to stay over
night .

~

Date______J_uly:_ __5~--~.nj_Qy~_q__wa.t~hirig the morning night of birds. The birds leaving( the amount)
corresponded with nw estima.t~ of last night with a few thousand either way . Some 80 Spoonbills
were around in the morning on Duck Rock and new off to Duck Rock Cove about seven. Don't believe I have mentioned the Yellow-crown N~ght Herons. they_a~ always around the roost about
ark. Mosquitos have been rough lately, e~pecially a.t night. Went to town. Purchased some anchor
1ine and a piece of plywood, to ee used as a table in the tent. Came out to Duck. A Mr . Hall
from Turkey Key was tied llJm up nearby, with family and some holiday company. He wanted to show
Date-~h-~_l!l_~---~---.2-_g__ __ ~---------~-~----- ey a a
e camera and took some s hot s. Am gl ad they were
i nterested in watching the birds instead of shooting them. Approximately 6o,OOO ibis EllllDl came
in. Stayed overnight at the roost.
Date July 6- At Pavillion a~er watching the birds leave the roost. Carne back to Duck about noon .
Couldn't observe the evening flight r.ecause a squall came up and it poured for two hours then
a light steady rain continued on into the night
D t Julv 7- w~nt to Turkey Key f ol" lee . Poi the ~st ! eW weetes the squire& ~ have been down
ar~~na:--snar1cR1vey--s15--1--11aven•t seen them lately. Came back to Duck Rock in the afternoon .
Colonel yfatson and Joe Pearson stopped by on their way from town and passed the time of day.
Some 50 ,000 ·ibis used the roost tonight. A small squall passed over early in the evening but
only lasted a few minutes. Stayed at Duck all night.

Date--~-~Y.~~1'.b_~ ___l?._!!'9-~__ _g.Q_~ __ }ll?___!?~J'ore I did today so I didn't see
them leave. Today was like a Sunday on Long Island Sound. A few
party boats were around and a double-decker party boat belopgi
to Lopez of Everglades is anc ored near the Chatham. A picnic
pa. y from E"verglades · arrived at Pavillion about noon and I had
lunch with them. Went to Duck early in the afternoon but found
little change {Use additional sheet to avoid crowding} in the flight ,'()\/
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NOTE:

~eport.

weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasolme, oil or. pa~ts purch ased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with ; names of p ers~ns met with m. sru:ictuary. areas or t aken along.. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
buds or o!her wildlife ; estrmate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat e _______ J_~--.9.~W..ent. __ pa.r.t ___of___the. way to town leaving Duck Rock about midnight and went through
Sanafly Pass for the first time at night. Wanted to see how a trip through the pass would turn
out at night. There was nothing to it. Anchored just outside of Everglades cause I decided it
was too late so slept on the boat in the bay. Wanted to go on the ways but there was no space.
Came back out to Duck and watched the birds come in. Some 7,5 1000. t0c. OQ ~OOO ibis _piled in.
It seems that every tree is being used for roosting/ even the trees killed by the hurricane a
few years ago. Stayed at Duck for the night.
Date-------~-~!Q::§~~-~~9---~p___f~~--J!.ustoriin the morning to look over the bay country but sqcudls and
&Jllllsteady rain made me change my mind. Spent the rest of the day at Duck Rock.In the evening
the ibis dropped off a little with between 6o,OOO and 75,000 birds coming in. Roostipg Little
u Herons have increased. Snowy Egrets, Am. Egrets, Man 0 1 War Birds, SpoonbiI s , Louisiana
Herons and Brown Pelicans are still roosting on t he Rock.

Date ________J_uly___ll~W-~t_g_b~_c;L_~_!_r._g_~___ J:eave the roost in the morning.More i bis must have come 1n a!ter
dark for more birds t hen I e§t imated J.e! t t his morning. Had planned a litt le trip today but
aga in 1
a i ne so o rowsed aroun Duck Rock Cove \ o observe spoonbills. It was high tide and
f ound 34 spoonbills on one key j ust north of Duck Rock. All were brightly colored immature
birds lacking t he crimson bar on the wings. Caught a snook and a redfi sh for lunch and supper.
Little cha n~e i n t he evening fligr t. Delbert Morrison and George Lazare in their sailboat
tied up to me about dusk, and told me they were having t rouble wit h their small motor after
~-.br..e.aking__.a__ _v:al_y_~__.£P.rlng_!___'. !'hey were on their wa:y to Florida Bay on a er uise. They coUldn •'t
get int o Everglades t hrough the channels under sails to pick up the needed parts so I told them
I would go into town tomorrow and one of t hem could go with · me. Morrison knows Harmes, ex-warden for the soc i ety . He is acquainted with the Society and its work. Anchored of Duck Rock for
the night along with t he other boat.

Date __cl!-!13_
__i.?..::J;!l to~_!! ___f.~!:--~-~p:o@:ies

with Morrison as passenger, arr1V1ng back at :Ouck about eleven in t he morning. They proceeded on their way after repairing motor. Went to Pavillion to
pick up a few things I wanted on the boat.Spent afternoon at Duck and six in the evenin a large
leasane cruiser tied up the Egret . Bogus(not sure of spelling)the fellow who runs the ~ays in
verg aoes was operating the c.ra.£ or o · ones ana his t.wo guests, bringing them to' Duck for
the evening fllght. They're spending a few days along the coast fishing and just cruising around. Jone~ a wealt~ autQ dealer in Miami, appeared before one of those federal hearings, as
Date...a....wil.ne..ss__in_the___ex_D.a.d.e___County sheriff Jimmy Sullivan case. Came out here t oday, I imagine
to get away from it all. They enjoyed the flight of birds and were amazed at the amount roosting on such a small island. Spent a pleasent evening on their boat. They anchored at Duck Rock
along with me for the night.

Date __-!_~X___'!?_~!fi-~i~

boat l eft for Chatham ver' n e morn n
I went to Turkey l<ey--·.ro·r--TcEi~--- About 75, 000 ibis used the roost
t his even i ng.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
lme, oil or. pa~ts purchased or t ak en aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with m sanctuary ar eas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o!her wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date __J_ul.Y---14.~w.oke. __b_
ef_Qr_e___.t.he___birds left.
pG~
~~along with
everything else and they musthave come in after dark last- night cause I didn't observe any
coming in. Snowy Egrets, Louisiana Herons, Little Blues, Am Egrets and Cormorants started to
leave before got too light about five A.M. and the ibis started leaving just before six and
it took an hour for them to clear out. After breakfast went up the Huston River and into
Huston, Oyster and Sunday Bays, Down the Lopez River and into Chokoloskee Bay. Noticed some
i bis feeding along the way. It was a nice trip but the birding wasn't too good. Saw a few
Date_.S_w~_:l,l_Q~:1.~H~_9__!5_g,_~~-'----~b_~.e Florida uc s, an
eare a
r
a nd made a f ew luDl people around the stores and fish-houses. The island is very ineeresting
being x hiP.h land built up the various shells discarded by the indians who lived the~ or
many generations. The trees am shrubbery are surprisingly thick reminding me of hammocks on
the east coast. The weather was nasty i nthe afternoon with squalls and a steady rain on into
t he night. So I stayed there overnight.

Date ____________________________________________________________ _

Date___________________________ _______________________________

Date ___________________________________________ _

Date_____________________________________________________________ _

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding}
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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SANCTUARY (or general area) _________ D.uclcRoclc__ _____________________________________________sTATE _____ fi.9_dilL ____________________ ______________
INCLUSIVE
NOTE:

DATES-------~~~-~~-=~-~ ----------------------------------

weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
s~ns met with m. sa~ctuary . areas or taken along.. Mention. any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estrmate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date_~~--!§.~-~!-__!n~P.. __ !-_~~n--~J~~r midnight. Went on the ways before noon to hive bottom and
sides of Egret painted. Boat wasn't ready in time to get out to Duck Rock for the evening flight, so stayed in town.
~eport.

Date__J_uly __l.7~ame __o.f_!__w.a_y_~ ___i_n__t.he morning and had the mechanic JDb:lt at Rigg • s Fish House
check the water pump. ~urchased new set of spark plugs. Came out to Duck Rock in the &
afternoon and tied up affshore. A few ibis and Snowy Egrets seem to have started nesting
for they're flying back and forth iiimnx.between the. ma.inTanct ana
etc · Otk'.. About 6?,000ibis came in during the evening.
Date__ J_~_ '.!:~:-B!_~-~~---~~!~--!~---t~e morni~g be fore I got up so a1c!f'.1' b s~a them off .we1.1b bo 'i'ttrkey
Key :ror-rce ano vis1ted -~ne Squires. Showers in the morning with variable winds all day.
One adult Spoonbill was feeding at low tide on the flats near Duck Rock in the late after
noon. The ibis are XXlt slackin~ off ~i_!- h 8:12Prox. . 55,~0 using the roost.

Date--J.ulyl-9-----W&s--t-.i-ed---llf>--a.:t---Duck Rock most of the morning. Very little activity. Two pair of
Am. Egrets might be nesting on Duck , after observing their actions. ~lent over to ~A:
Pavillion Key and outran a squall which loomed up over the ma.inland and swept out over
the water, forcing me to anchor in a protective cove. It rained most of the day from
t hen on. Little change in the evening f l ight. There has been an increase of immature
White Ibis. Their dark wings indicate they're th s year s crop.
Date _____!l_Yl.y___~Q'!'b_~-~Y---~-t~_:rt_~g___9_ff with an early showere and squalls were build1ng up on the .D
horizon. It. showered most of the day. Visited Turkey Key. While talking with Squires
he mentioned that Barney Parker said tbft.1;8 ~~ gµite
increase i n the White Ibis
i n , ,.e tD';:lter ~y a r ea . o doubt some of t he Duck Rock ibis have shifted t here, since ~
e general trend of the flyways has been t o the southward. My first bi
ig ts ~e
:iJ:l._
the. ..nort.h_,"' later j:.jl.e .C~a .am River flyway o~ ned up an now oth hfl,..ve slacked
~ no doubt due to the birds moving t o feeding ar~as in t he nationa l park.
D t t ry 21-Another Wet l1ay spent keeping oat of the xain. A11cho1ad i n Dack Rock Oooe moet
a e_ or--t 1ie---aa.y::--st-eifey-rain--most of the day. Before the rain started I went into the roost
to see what could be found. Noticed one Louisiana Heron nest with one young bird. Looked
almost large enou~h to start cl imbing around. YoutJ.g hung~ cormorants are ,ma.king most
of t he racket t hat I f i rst believed t o Pe youn ,herons. About 55,000 ibis used the roost.
A"rbert rtderson dropped by on his way to Turkey Key and tied up for a while to talk.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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JUly 23- In Mi&Jrii. Had some shopping to do and wanted to see Cnar11e BroOk!iela
nig~Tore--ne--Ieaves___on--vacatron~ There's plenty of water in the glades along the Tamiami
Trail but very few birds.

Date ________clJJly___~-~~~k___ i_n_____~Y~!'El.?-des and out to Duck Bock for the evening flight. There was

a beautiful flight into the roost. A squall .qwas approaching Duck Rock, having some •ffwM!r;
. effect on the ibis. The wind came up with the birds hesitating before coming in, flocking
up and soaring around for quite a while before landing. They seem to enjoy the wind as much
as the vultures and Man 0 1 War Birds. There was no unifonnity to these flocks and they seeme;i
quite excited at the approach of the storm. About 60,000 ibis used the roost.
Date--------~~--~~-~~--~wn _!'_~~~---~-ere some 140 Spooffbills perched 1n the mangroves and standing
along the shore of-UUCk Rock. They are a ways the last roosting birds to leave in the morning. Went to Turkey Key for ice and then came back to Duck Rock. A squall forced me to anchor
in Duck Rock Cove in the afternoon. Another storm hit just as the ibis started coming in.
There was another "storm" flight and the birds acted again as they did last night . The birds
wheeling and soaring against the dark clouds was vecy impressive.
Date_______cI~___26_~.e.nt___j;,_Q__f.a:v.il1i_
o n Key in the morning. W. Ibis,JDIDi Spoonbills, Snowy & Am. Egrets

Louisiana Herons, and Little Blues were feeding on the mud flats at low tide. Thunderstorms
hit about noon and there were showers the rest of the day . No change in the evening flight,
with the ibis still roosting in good numbers.

JUIY 2'7- CNer to TurkeJ Key ! or tee am1 water. Later went up the Chatham Rtver antt v1stte
D t
~ -~-- --- --Oke-s-;---spent---a.---re-w--no'ilrs there coming Dkx:Xm back to Duck Roct in the afternoon . r.
ooke said Barney Parker and two other men stopped by there yesterday after looking the bay
country over. A bout 60, 000 iEXisK ibis came in to-night.

Dl!te__ ;!_~_r---~§_~~-~~--~E_-~-~~--g~~~-on

River and into Hust on Bay, going up some oI the creeks.
Noticed flocks of ibis feeding in the ~roves along ~he Huston River with scattered Am.&
Snowy Egrets also feeding along the shores . Among the birds I saw .tBr.llK there weren't any
migrants . Met t t Art Eiffler with aparty on the way back fishing at the mouth of the Huston.
Little ~ change in roosting flight. A heavy rain fell nost of the evening after sunset .

Date ___!l_~J.y__ ~9-~J~Jrn~--1~Jt __~b-~___roost before I awakened as they
o~en do. Little activity on Duck Rock dutring the day except
for a few Snowy & Am. Egrets, and Louisiana Herons which are
nesting. Pelicans and Cormorants busy also . A few Man 0 1 War
birds and Gray Kingbirds are around during the day. Noticed a
water-spout late in the a fternoon about five miles to the
north.60,000 (Use additional sheet to avoid crowding} ibis flight.
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Date .....J.ulY.... .3.0.~~.D. ...~.9.Wn....f.9.r......~.:tlPP:l,~.es.

Quite an exciting morning. Three men from Chokoloskee were
arrested the other night for netting shrimp illegally. The hearing was in the morning and
just about all the men from Chok. were in town to wee what happened. The County Attorney
set the case for this coming Monday. Conservation men from Tallahassee ma.de the arrest. I
hope to be there when they hold court just to get an idea of the court procedure on these
game cases • About 60 1 000 ibis on the evening fiight.

Date .....J.u ly.....3l~t....Duck. .. R.ock ...in ....t.he

morning as usual, even though there's not much going on except for the roosting birds. Have been anchoring at the roost all night during thepast few
rieks. Went to Pavillion Key, running Egret on the beach and painted numbers on the sides.
Came back to Duck Rock and tied up. A few charter boats were working in the area. Some
60,000 ibis came in.

Da~tc~·· t~i!·· ·t#tfi~0·t~niri~~rl1~~~ !~rD!~: ~~~kw:!~~~ T~~~e~nw~~r;~~~~~ ;~~w~~f~; r:~.

It 1 s been a gradual increase. A leak has developed ih thestern of the Egret. Enough QltK
water trickles in to keep me bus pumping every three hours or so. Loosening of a board
above the prop was probably due to my glancing off an oyster bar not

Date........A.u gust....2~In ...t.ow:n ...and ...on... t.he

ways by eight in the morning. Board was just loose and a i::.tXK.
little utty" cement and. caulking was all it needed. Out to Duck Rock in time for the evening flight and there was no change.

Date..... Augus.t ...3~ ...V.im. .Yl

tt.t&.n....and. ...Harry Hansen, both from T.ux-key Key, stopped by in the mornin~
while I was anchored at Duck Rock. After talking awhile they went on their way. First
stonn report of the 1951 hurricane season is a disturbance 400 miles SE of Bermuda, working
up to hurricane intensity. Ibis still coming in all right. Wonderful flights bRiJ lately
and the roost looks good filled with birds. The evenings and sunsets have been beautiful
al~ng the coast, ma.king it quite pleasent. The rain has slacked off with few showers
during the day.
Date.~.~~~!'.....4.:: . .S.tar.te.d... pa.inting ...:the Egret in the morning, hoping it wouldn't rain. Was lucky
and no JDw•••cJ• showers came over. Finished the cockpit of the boat except for some trimming.
Looks alot better. Wasn't much doing around Duck Rock during the day except for a few
charter boats ~oing by. Bald Eagle flew by at the height or evening flight but didn't
bother anv of the in-co~ing birds. The flocks of ibis in his vicinity veered away- from him.
60,000 ibis this evening. Th re has been shoot ·ng. during the past few weeks up the Huston ani
t t
o e ave been res ecti t e ro st
Date.~~g¥,$.:t .. .. ::... ~.i.P.t..~.4....~....J:.J~t:J:.:~....~ore this morning on Egret then
Each warden sign or initial here:
@eaded for Turkey Key. Had Sunday dinner with the Squires and
spent an enjoyable afternoon over there. At Duck in the latter part of the afternoon. Art Eiffler dropped by with a part
for a few minutes on their way to town. Nice flight tonight
...
with about ao,\
.....J .J't'
l
h
t
t
~.J
d'
)
coming
in.
aaui iona 1 ee o avow croiv ing
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(, C
Date_A~~§_t __ §.~__ J~---~~D--~___ W_~n_~---~g courthouse and heard the "involving three men from Chokoloskee
for ill egal shr imping, L.G. (Toch) Brown, William Stokes and a Demaree . Each were fined $25 with
Brown to come bef ore circuit court under another count. Met Dan Beard, Ranger Maxwell and a l awyer when they came back from a trip down the coast to check on the property along the Chatham
River and Chevalier Bay. Stayed in town overnight.

Date ___ Aug:us.t __ 1~ot. __.s.up_rl ieE. __and"

came on out to Duck Rock in tee afternoon. Tooke 1 s cys,
• &
~r • Smith and family car:ne ~lmngside to watch the birds come in. Smith buiI a cabin along the
hatham near Tooke where he spends a few weeks out of the year. He told me Dan Beard gisited him
yesterday telling him he no claim on his cabin and land so not to expect any payment when the
park moved up that way. Smith knows he 1 s just a squatter and figured to be put ofr eventually.
Aoout 60 ,000 ibis came in this even;µig.
Date____Ayg:iJ.~t_--~~~n!-___~2__ 1~!'.K~y __~ey

for ice. Met Tooke' s daughter, & son-in-law. They CB.ffi:e in on
the run-boat and had no way to get up the river so I offered to take them up to the Tooke 1 s.
/While there I talkee with Mr. Tooke and he said the part offered him $1500 for his claim to
a/. the house and Eroperty.He pa a 00 dollars for the propenty about 7 years ago. About 60,000
ibis to-night.
-

•

__

Date___'!~B.~!1-~ __ .2.~J~~-!!..~---~.?~f___ ~_:f i!~Y

painting Egret• s deck and top of cabin, while tied up at Duck
Rock. There was little change in the ibis flight and other birds are coming in as usual . Forty
Willets flew by Duck Rock im the evening and other sh
· z:d$ h&v · creased. in the area. The
weather's been hot lately with few squalls and little rain but there's plenty of rain over the
ma.inland.

squalls in the afternoon made

th i n~rough

and I didn't go over to Duck Rock.

in themorning, tying up at Duck Rock about noon. About 5 P .M.
lbert Daniels & family came alongside. Afew minutes later ano~her boat came alongside with
Adolph
o es, Tom Wobles andClarence Brown. Both& boats left for B uston Rivef after spending
1 teen minutes or so with me at Duck Rock . After they disappeared I Went to Duck Rock Cove to
troll and after spending about an hour there I saw a boat approach Duck Rock scaring up the bini-S
Went over to investigate, identifying themen as Stokes, Nobles and Brown. Told them to leave
the sanctuacy.o..wn t knowing they shot the birds because of the engine noise in the Egret. Went
Date_~1QD_g___t.h~___!'_QQ.!?_~ ___fJ~g-~_~g___~_ti_ree dead and one wounded White
Each warden sign or initial here:
Ibis , tossing them into the boat. Other craft .IDmDl came over
iith Nobles taking the birds from my boat and later Stokes came
onto my boat swinging. Finally they left the sanctuary area an
headed for town. I stayed at Duck Rock for a half hour or so th
went to Turkey Key where I spent the night .
Date_A:ugust__].k.Le.ft__ T_urkey__.Key.
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Date..A~~t___l.?.. __ ~___9btain~d--~~--. CoLt automatic from Aibert Anderson at Turkey _Key and came on inlr.)
town. Met Art Eif er here and told him a1:5out t e inci ent •• Then talked with e -stat g,ame warden Alvin Wiggins and he offered to help me as much as possible. Being Sunday it was impossible
to con act anyone to help with the case.Stayed overnight at the Wiggins home.

Date_)~_!!t~--------------- --------------------------·

Date·-------------------------------------------------------·

Date-----------------------------------------------------·

Date----------------------------------------------------------·

Date________________________________________________ _

Date_________________________________________________________.
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NOTE: Report weather conditions; ar eas patrolled ; h ours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
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Date_AM'IJ~:t___l_.J_~--~-W_Ql,fl~Y:---~Qnt.acted

me in t he morning, telling me of your calling Washington
and the case be i ng re ferred to him for investigation. Said he'd meet me in Everglades tomorrow
Went to Duck Rock i n t he a.fternoon. Ibis excited at the ap_proach of JI\Y boat but calmed down
..a!.£er t,y ng to t he stakes. Some 50,000 ibis came i n along with one E. Glossy Ibis. After t he
birds came in Iwent to Turke Key where I spent the night.

~~tew~iig_~t~--i~;1~P~gy~~i~~P~~- s~:~!~:s D~:!;i~gr~~~~~~!~~gf~~o;:s~~cl1e~~~~!t!r ±ni;~wn.
Commission. Headed for Key West ma.king out warrants for the arrest of Stokes and Nobles.

~

Date__A.ug_u~t___J.5..,Ax::d,ved___P.!lc;..k_j,n__.Everglades about 3 A. M. Woke up
I took th§m over t ; Chokoloskee where the warrants were sel7'Ved

Doug Hendry, Deputy Sheriff and
on Stokes and Nobles. Got back
to Everglades about dawn. The two men were put in the Wp'l local jail being unable to raise
e bond( 500 each) . Slept al morning on Egret. Met Billy Stokes. His · face was quite bruised
which was a result of a fi ght he had with his brother Adolph. Apparently Adolph came into Everglades after the Duck Rock incident (11th) met his brother and they proceeded to beat each other
up. The fight ended up on the Sheriff's lawn lat e that night waking him up, so he came out and
Date_..br.oke__ JJp___tb_~_.f.igh~---P.g!-_~~ both of them in jail for night. There was no trial for them
Monday cause they didn t show up and forfeited their $25 bond. Billy St~kes said he was glad
s omeone final~ caught up with his brother for he's been asking for trouble for a long while.
L.G.(Toch) Brown told me about the telegram he sent you(Mr. Ba.ker)Adolph Stokes and Boss Brown,
so l ' ve heard were the ones who turned L.G. Brown in for illegal sn r1mping , just to find out
w a · wou d hapren i n court. Went out to Duck Rock, finding Barney Parker watching the roost .
Tal ked with him for a while an hen he headed down the coast to Lostman 1 s River. St e all

Date __nJ_ght

-----------------------·
ent over t o Turkey Key. E ret's motor acting up and only able to run the boat
at a very low speed . Seems to be either a pi ston or valve knock but may be worse . Spent most of
the ~ afternoon at .Duck Rock and after the birds came in I proceeded slowly towards town.
About 50 , 000 birds came in. Arrived in town and spent the nigh~ at the Wiggens' home.
Au~st

Date_lf~~~-_?!__1'7_"3?._~!---~--Fi~---~~-~~:.iic at the

Riggs P"isn co . ana ne said ne' a check t he Egret' s motor

either Saturday or Monday if he could get around to it . Left for Miami, arriving in t he afternoon. Checked in at the &i: Columbus Hotel
August 18- Breakfast !!th Mr. Baker. We drove to Tavernier, attending the hearing for Stokes
and Nobles , who pleadedn~ilty. Case to come up in the Monroe County circuit court .
Date__A.~~:t___W9_~ __ ln__ Mi-~.!!.--Yi._~ited

a few friends.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date ____A._ug.ust___ 2.Q~ln _l4ia.mi ________________ .

Date___A,_yg11st___ 2_l,~__ Ar..riY~sLiJL~Y~rglades.Went

to Riggs' and talied with the mecharilv.He told me
it would be impossible for him to work on t he Egret , and referred me to Roy Bram.en who has a
small shop near the ways. Apparently August is the month f or most of the boats around here to
be overhauled and there's no chance for a rush job. Roy Bramen said the earliestiol he could
get around to the Egret would be Thursday, if he got his other repairs done.

Date __~~~st__

g_?::__~~Qt__i.Q___MI~fu!__!fith

over with him. Ba ck in

Ever~lades

Art Eif f ! er. He had some busi ness to at tend t o arid I went
in the evening.

August :n- ftoy :Bram.en unable to wo1 x on EgI"et so I went over t o t he ga1age ( Collie1 ) and
t.£1ftiecr-w-itn--sancnavi-s;--ttre--mana.ger of t he garage. He lent me a mechaai.c and I took him out to
Chokoloskee Bay in the Egret to check the engine . It didn't take him long to find the trouble
which was the maina cent er e ings • I took him back and Sam Davis at the garage said the motor
would have o cane out if any work could be done on the engine, but at the present there was
too much work at the garage and he couldn't pull the mcttw motor out right away .
Stayed in town .

D

Date_~_~@~i--~~--~:r.Q~Q __ p_y~_r __!-_9

the garage but they were too busy to work on the Egret.

Date_.\.ugu_fil,____2-5:::Went __.t.Q__ _f_Qct,___MY-~rs

by bus after checking in at the garage only to find that it
would be Monday before anyt hing could be done on the motor.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding}
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__

Date____A~~~!----~_7-:

!!ec~~~!_cs
-·
Duck Rock . About 5
~-in• en t.b: evening flighj.. Eye$l;ling seemed to be
out there and it wa s a nice flight. We anchored near the roost and stayed overn]ght.
~·

Date_!~~~~ 2S- he got up about dawn. Charter boat

11

Sncoley " with a party anchored 11ea1b,7 and
t he peop'Ie--wafCfiecrtn:e--1;-fras--1eave t he roost. After breakfast we went over towards the Huston
and Chatham Rivers pa.trolling and fishing. Came back to Duck Rock later x in the day and
observed the birds coming in, t hen came on into town.

Date_..A.ugus.t._29~__Sam.J)av.:i._s.__.a.t the garage and he s · d t ~ otor was in bad .shape. The bearings
eeded to be changed , shaft x:Q11rrw1ll!r;-'1rs11'11t (crank shaft g.,roundl~ block lined, possib
new

s ons valves,etc. In ot er w Fds t .he motor isn't worth fixing. He suggested buying a new
mo or.
oTd film not to do anything until I contacted Mr. Baker. Betty Cressman and Gerta
Kittel arrived in the afternoon and At:t Eiffler took us out to Duck Rock for the evening flight.
I went to Miami with Betty and Gerta.
_.,
...

Date_.A._ug.u~.t._ __ 3_Q~__Q~J,l_~g___~___Qffice in New York City and talked with Shirley Miller, telling

her about

icy

motor trouble. Helped Betty unpack.ml and we showed Gerta around Miami.

Date __~_ug_ust__ JJ._~!~!}5:~g___!!_J:~h __M.!:~- Baker over the phone. Called Dr. Mills telling him

or my con-

versation with Mr. Baker and asked him if I could have the Ibis as soon as possible. The Ibis
is out of the water a nd be j ng worked on. Dr. Mills will notifiy me as soon as it's ready.

Date *iqpnr ____ Septembe.r. __ 1.~In__ Miarni.

Date_____________________________
September 2- Back
in Everglades.
________________________
___.

Not

much ao1ng.
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Date,.,§.~.Pst·~~~!. ... ~?.J-:- . ~!'. . . ~~?.~ . .#.c:><::~ . i n the morning. Went to Pavillion Key in the afternoon where
qw.res, im Whidden and two t>ther fellows netting fish . Spent part of the afternoon
with them and headed back towards Duck. Tlie ou&board motor xowg QJJ~., with something going
wrong with the cooling system. Rowed back to Jim Whidden ' s houseboat but we couldn't fixed the
I met Mr.

motor .

Stayed there overnight.

Date. .§.~~~.~f:!.:r. .. J.E!.:: . .W.~.nt . t.9. . . ~9.1f. .Roek with Squires and Whidden. They towed my skiff along with
their boats. They left me off at the Egret and went on their way. Some 30 , 000 ibis came in on
the evening flight.
- • ·-~·" · .. _._..

Date .. 9.~.Pt..~m~r. ... :+.9.::'.'.....P..~J.J.g.~.n~.,. . .~.<?:rinorants and Man o' war birds are quite active around Duck
Wat~on stopped by
Rock during the day. Two pair of Am. Egrets are nesting on the key . Colo
in the afternoon on his way to Turkey l)ey . Attempted to count the ibis and got a fairly good
estimate of 22,000 coming in to roost. Most of these came in on the northern flyway .

Date .......~~.P.!'.~~?.~F . . ?.9-.::. . ~.~~ . . ~~<:..J::l....~.C?.~ng . Six Blue-winged Teal flew by Duck Rock on their way down
the coast . About 20 , 000 ibis to-night .

Date...... ~~P:t.e.rn:P.~.r.....21:::-At.... P.JJc.k . . Ro.c.k..
into tam with him.

Art Eiffler came out to see how things were going .

Date..........§~.P:t~m~.r.....?..?.~+.n. ... t .9.!m .................

Date...... ~.~.k ...~:t.....~9..~....~.9..9.~..~.........~~~.!J~ change in flight .
20, 000 ibis.
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birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birde observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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SANCTUARY (or gen['I
INCLUSIVE DATES...........

~r) . . mo~m. R~s,'\i . . . m.. .... . . ... . . mmm.. . .. m. ...STATK floVJ<id.. mm·· ·mm··· · m mw ·· · mm··· · · ·

P..n... ... ~.:.J.:.a............. . . . ........... ................... .

NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

.y~ ~ +~;s fevtdiA.
30 tJ~· rf'NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY 'f qfs. 01·1 .
WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NOTE:

~eport.

weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
s~n s m et with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along._ Mention. any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or ot.her wildlife; estimate number s and kmds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

lfi"f}' w."':~r::; here:
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( U1e additional iheet to at1oid crowding)
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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SANCTUARY ( O• gene.al •

Qf.M. . . . l:::. IT.J.~ . .5.... ........ . ......... . ...........:.

mm•• ' ··••••• m m••••m•••• m•••

INCLUSIVE DATES ....
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers aud names of boats met with; names of per·
s~ns met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird ~ observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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'!{jnitial ~
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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v..~~~ R9.~~ . . . . . . . . ...... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ..STATE........f .l.C>..l1. ~~ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .

SANCTUARY {or gem al area) ....
INCLUSIVE DATES ....... ~... 6-..~J.~. . ... ............... . . . . . . . . . ... ........ . . ....... ......
NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
s~ns met with m. sa~ctuary.areas or taken along .. Mention.any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
hirds or o~her w1ldhfe ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:
..

(V1e a4ditiotuil $heet to cwoiJ. crowding)
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SANCTUARY (or gen~Xil area ) .............. Y.~.K
0.~.K'. .............. ......................... . ..... .................STATE.. .........
I NCLUSIVE DATES...J.Y\.~ ...
-:: . J..q . ..........~. .l..~f.~

l.3.. .

NOTE:

. . . ... .

.......... . ..

0.Rl.Q.11. .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . ..... .... . . . . . ........ . . . .. . . . . .

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of bird! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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SANCTUARY (or general area ) ....................UL......... . O.C: ......................................................................... STATE ............0.11.'.l.
I NCLUSIVE DATES........................................................................................................ .
NOTE:

.... .........................................................................

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird3 observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso.
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!§ observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

(U~ additional 8heet to czvoid crowdins)

Each 'Warden sign or initial here:

~.~~

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
lme, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of pers~ns met with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estunate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
,
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.
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SANCTUARY (or general arca) .......
..K ....
INCLUSIVE DATES ....;;:(U..~~ ...3.. ~. ...->...~~-e, S.................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, 011 or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; nmnb e~s and names of boats met with; names of pers~ns

met with m. sa1?'ctuary. areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
·
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NOTE:

fl.~r.i.k . . . ... . . . . ...... ... . .. . . .. ... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

STATE ...

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. -Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:

(Use additional sheet to (J.tJoid crowding)
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WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas p atrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds obsened at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

E~
ach watden si(;Q init~.l her.~

(Use adclitjonal 1heet to avoid crowding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of b oats met with; names of per- ·
sous met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of ·
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Each warden sign or initial here:

/~/l.: : .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or
INCLUSIVE
NOTE:
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrollin g; amount or" gasolme, 011 or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met witl1; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary a:reas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenin«s; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosti~g feeding or nestincr
'
"
concentrations.

.

~~l~!~2f~~ufw ·-~
(Use additional ;heet to avoid crowding)
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sons met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; e timate numbers and kinds of hirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

(Use additional theet to avoid crowding)
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R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling ; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and name11 of boats met with ; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or n esting
concentrations.
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·

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amou nt of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unu sual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of bird~ observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numhers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
bird or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birdii observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

(Use addition.al ahettt to avoid Crowding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers ancl names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird! observed at roosting, feeding or ~esting
concentrations.

{U;e additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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SANCTUARY (or
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INCLUSIVE DATES....~ ..L . ~J..... ~.
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours an cl minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of binh observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .....

)e.~. t.. ~?...-:. . . .?.:.t.~....Vtl\.~<Y.«. ~. ..

Each warden sign or initia.l here:

(Use Q{iditional

1he~t

to avoid crowding)
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SANCTUARY (or general .:rea)
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Eac warden sign or initial here:

(U1e additional sheet to ttvoid crowding)
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .................. DUC.K. ...lt.l'.C.K ........................................................................... STATE .................FL.C.RID
INCLUSIVE DATES..........APr.~.l.o . JQ:-~Y.....9-................................. ............
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of bird! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ... A .. r~~

.&Mrs . ~illiam fagoner
e ri '~ around Cape ahl~ nd everything went alongalright except for a
of the motor . The evening fl:i~ht a the roost wasn ' t too good with about
20?0h 1h ~tetIRi~ cominp in.
' ost of these came in from the µuston and Chatham River flywaz
1 . a 01
1? be ' p young hir s, ust com'ng int0 the adult lumape.
ifteen or so Man 0
War Birds roost d rid a.'bout go Spoonbills ere feeding iri Duck Rock Cove at low tide.
and

?.9.~!.\-!'. .·. ~~~--.a.!:_ P..-.~~. ~.?ck 4:30 P . M. wi~P,J;;~et . We (

1o.. ke~ o..~o"'-f1- I 1 Q. ,..J.s. 8-44-

Date .... J::.9:Y ....~::'.'-~.0..9.k~.<t ..9'.:r.9.~D.<:l.... F.:.~y.:i):J:ion Key in the morning showing the fagoners the area and

went
the Chatham River to look things over . There were few feeding birds around. La.
· Herons, Snowy&Am. Egrets, D.C. Cormorants and Brown Pelicans are nesting in small numbers
on Duck Rock . A little more then 2000 1hite Ibis came in with about 2500 La. !ind Little
Plue Herons, Snowy nd Am . Egrets also roosted.
'he north flyway :is not heing used at all
exce t for a dfe ~ dozen ibis and herons. ~~
L
H.tt~ ca.rzo• vdo 1

!

Date.. ~1~!.

. . ?.:. . ..i.~.~~- .. -~-~~?.....~~-?.Y".r.1....~.... ?.1:1~

Miami. I finished packing and

midni ght . 'l'he lagoners and I took the 3:36 A.H. bus i uto
tarted moving out of my apartnent . Stayed in }!iami overni~h

Date..... Y~..y... .3::::....":ini.~.h.~.o....w.i:t.h....1'.'.\Y.....P.µsiness in lfiami and arrived

ack in r..verglades late in the
a ft""rnoo • Rode over to Everglades in the stationwagon which I V\ill keep here this sumept in a gara£Ye while I 1 m on patrol so lt will he out of th_e weather.
mer . It
ave an appointment with the mechanic at ttiL"gs 1 to see 'if' e can o sor1ething abo t the
overheat i nt:r of t ~ t.!: r~t.' f' otor. Stay1>d i n town to strair'hten thinp: s out. on the boat
· vah
,xtra ge r I put in the st tjon 'lpon to hP taven to 'iarn.i .

Date..... YB.Y... ..!. ::·::..... f..0.9..t......QJ....t.b~ .... .9Y..~.r..~.~.Q.tinp; on t e ~.gret was bad circul<>tion in the oil Cooler

due to clq:rrring t-y e;rass . Dowr to luck h ock iri the a fte rnoon. Louisiana Perons are busy
innging in ne "ti .. material from the mainland. }elicans and ·crmorants are also carrying
riesting material. tt.t le'lst 2000 hite Ibis got in to-night. A strong E ,,. nd has een

~

ow5 nr 3.l L <in.y.l

17

70

tJ.4. ~

'fo..~ ~rJO~'(~ - I k •J (
Date......!...?:....... 2:: . A.~. . . .?.~.~ ....... ~~2-~.. ~.... §:~_ .......9?.Y

fl.

~

1•1. o)- ice

lb . ~f

t'ofe.

~Xc"'pt or a short ride to )i1c Rock Cove and over to
Pavillion Key . Incidentally my anchorage at night i:9 r.:i,gh\;- off of'_P:ick RoGk about 150
ards tg. the NE . Winds up to ""'Jt)'ffip f rom the SE -~ have been blowing all day . Approx.
3215 ~ hite bis came in from the SE and a dozen or so flew in from the north. Thirty:four 'poonbills flew in about dusk and all seew to be two year birds, bright pink but no
crimson patches on the wing .

Date...~Y.....~.:§.~~-?.!..1:\...... ~~ ....~-~?.~.... ~!'.~.~~... blowi ng . Anchored i n a cove at

Pavillion Key in the morning In the afternoon went to Turkey
Key for ice.Founci out~ t~e S~Op-.J.let ~aw is biing enforc ~ .
About 3000 v'/ hite Ibis came in to-gight and also approx.
Spoonbills flew in.
(V1e fUlditional sheet to avoi.d crowding)
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K,ay '/- Rain all day f rom sun-up t o sun- set with USE vnnds . At lffid Duck Rock all day . No
"iire'ii.aII"daY~.. Ab
a. ll.PJ
. · 11s came in to roost during the day
and early evening . A little more then 3000 1/h . Ibid got in and no h'ng is sho 1ing yet from
the North flyway . At dusk while cruisin around the roost I noticed a Duck Hawk perched
in a mangrove tree on Duck Rock .

Date .. boat's.Tri .. "the

19k o.&oJ ~ ~ V\11~ 7 -1 3,

'II

~ ~·

Date ... May.... 8,,.,Dr.ov.e ....t.o....Miami., ...t.akinp back extra equipment not needed on Egret, (
cush
ions and life preservers) to be stored in Charlie Brookfield ' s garaP,e. At Due Rock ate
in t e a .ernoon es · .ating 3500 1Yn . Ibis roosting for the night. ounted 2 1 Spoonbills
flving j n before dark . T is is the larrest roosting group in the three seasons I"ve been
here . These were all young birds . No adult noonbills were noted . It was truly a treat to
see them ccme .

J:. ~Y. ...9..:. J !!-....~.?.~!!-.....~?.~....~~P.P.X~es .

1

Roger fory Peterson was suppose d t o come down t o Duck
Rock with his friend from .l£ngland , but they went on to Key vvest to meet 11.r . Stephen Briggs
in preparation for the Tortuga trip . The original plans here were for me to bring them
down to Duck Rock in the Egret . bout 3800 ih . Ibis came in and about 1500 of these came i
on the north flyway . They seemed to be new birds for it looked as if they weren ' t sure
N«X wher~ Duck Rock was located and they also acted sort of shy. Only seven Spmonbills
got in before dark . Hind finally shifted to the NE and slacked off .
Date .....

..

Date ........~'.9. ~?..~£.h~... . 1'.1.?.!'.~~ .. ..f.~~!~Y. ....P.~cked up a little to-night and all told about 5,000 .Jhite
lbis came ·n and approx . 2500 of them came in on the north flyw~y . Also roosting were at
least 3,000 Louisiana and Litvle Blue Herons, Am . and Snowy .8grets~ D. C. Cormorants,
and Lrown Pelicans. The propellar shaft on the Egret is loose and vibrating . This means
goin on t he ways to have it checked .

Date .....May.... 11:-:::....... e..t:.or.e. .... r..oing. ...int.o.... town l went overboard to check the shaft and propeller .
F d I was minus th shoe, a strip of brass under the keel & propeller, gone. J-lave no
idea when it dropped off .Luckily it was possible to get on the wa~s in the afternoon, ahead of other boats which were due to go on. Bill arton, mechanic & carpenter, started
"1orl< ·rnmed · at"lY so
e E12"ret wou.ld be ready tomorrow which means I'll only be aw~y from
Di k Roe one night. Cleaned the bottom of the oat ten drove into 'iami forte nig t.
Date.. J ..a:v.: ...12.:::. ..E.;.;r..e..t. . ..P.!:!.Qk ....i.n . . t.h.~ ... Ytater and · n f!OOd shaped. New shoe was put on, b t tom wa~
na."?:'ted, changed · heels, re acked stuffing box and strut bearing. At Duck Rock about 3:3u
F •• tefo
p ~ started. "Oprox. 47 0 vvh . Ibis came in along with 20 Spoonbills. A male
LesPer ..:i caup Duck was ir· Liu.ck 1tock 'Cove this a ternoon and on the 10th a l'nale Baldpate
was seen flying by Duck Rock.

Date.... ¥.9...Y..... i.J:::A..~....J?..~g.K ..~.2g_~....e.;\;f......P.S?.rning . lent up the Chatham River
and cut three small mangrove trees down to use as tie-up sta 1res
here at the roost. Picked up a hunk of ic at Turkey Key in th
afternoon . Little change in the f light of 11hite Ibis. At least
150 1.an 0' ~·iar Birds were circling Duck Rock at dusk and 15
wpoonbills Ilew i n before dark.
( U•e additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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te .......~::8.:Y. ... J:4.::: . .J.l1: ....t~.D..~..... ~~-:i:9: ...!J:~ys t> ' ll,

7.00 and paid Bill Barton, mechanic a -.d ca rpenter
who •orked on Egret ( bui
nevr shoe, re T'la cl<ed s haft etc.) Barton ' s bil l came to 33 . 30
At the roost in the a f ternoon . til l on~bout 5 , 0~ W 'te Ibis co~ in a l ong with

.(!~00~~~!· ~is ~C4'JoJ I'/ -k>;.o~ f- 1HJi.~;lf;J4'~pf~~1 If~~~ ~)e.1 f fk oi/ kJ.
Off c\.:°""i''-) J... ,+. . Ap0;lv.t, I bottl~ ~v~·h"f;,-~l Wee tr J'f.J..fo.pet).' a\ 0 f~o ff~ 't r-'-;t

VS!'t fr,

1~\A.Ole

""

t\.." \a.rt reftv"'t ~~

7-l'J.

y.....l S,,,.Ali.t t.le....rn.ar.e ....t hen ...a hundred spoonbills were on the roe before sun-up . At
the roost durinp the morning and over to Pavillion Key in the a f ternoon scrubbing sides
of Egret in preparation for pa in~ jgb neAt ;w.c.ek . No change in flipht to-night. Birds
(ibis) are cor.~ng · n on the north flyway but in no preat numb~rs. No young birds of
this ear have showed up yet .
Date.......... '. ~Y.. ... ~?..::~.~.C?.~.!.l~E ... £.:1:.?.~~. . .?..f.: ....Cl: . hundred or so spoon bi 1

on Duck ock this worninr . 1ent
into town t.o buy a few things . Back at the roost in the afternoon, v here about 5 ,000
hite Ibis showed up. ou probably noticed in my e orts the lack of rai0 . That and a
ate nestin season are no do bt t he pr ime factor s concerning the small numbers of
roosting iris at this l~te date

Date...... Y. Y. ... 17.:-::... A.P,Dr.QX...... l ?..O.....'::.T.'.QQl'.\. il s his rnornil"'p he or~ sun-rise . Visited ur fl'!Y f ey in
t.he ear ir '3 ft erno0n . About 5100 rihi te Ibis came in this eve inP'. JUJTtbers 0f roo8tinP

Sncwy & Ameri an Eprets, Louj~iana & Litt e Plue Herons seenrto rave increa~ed and approx .
4 ,0 0 pot in . '!'he :::ur rise to- niP-ht aq t 10 Reddis Egrets( dark phase) and they car:ie in
on t e SE ~1yv1ay ro!"' t e Huston River .

Date...... J.l.

.....l ..:::: ....J.n . ..t..9.W.n ....t .9... b.a..Y~....R. iggs 1 mechanic check the cool :bgtwater) system. The E ret 1 s

Il'.btor has he""n
a.ting
late y . rhe mechanic was busy in the mor inp but rot around
r1 on rrry bMt in the afternoon • • ound the water- :w.np t.a. '.C. 'WD o t and new one
be instnlled. Jrove into ' iarni this evening to urchase pU1"1p to-rno~ro en get
or tl-ie eveninr r i.r't •

o... ~.m~.r..e:l. . e.s ...... r.o........, ..' arni in the afternoon , had pump instal ed and at Duck Rock
tre eveninf flight . Tre motor temperature is now normal and I feel better about
tr e ''!bole thinp . 1ijJ_h.9"V~ the ql,d Uffi.,P QV~J;:-})9.\J.]. d ~
hand S a S are for either
the E ~ gr
·
bout 5500 11hite Ibis to-night, one Reddish Bgret, 70 spoonoills
~ 25 an 1 1 '11ar Birds got in.

Date......... a.r.k. ....
~or

+'er a

(U1e aclJ,ition.al sheet to avoid

~rowding)
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Date ........... ~..§.Y....?.l.-:'.'.".§P.9..9.z:t:l:>.j,:l,_l.-:.~.....s~~r ···:to

be using Duck Rock mar~ h 's ear then the last two • . ost of
the roosting "s oonbil s come i n r'r6m he north(Duck Rock cove a n ·ays nor"th of that .
At Pavillion Key most of the day working on the Egret--paintinp and sanding the hull
and gotsome painting in before it threati:ened to rain. A few drops did fall but after
the paint dried. At Duck Rock for the evening flight where there was little chan~e in
the roosting birds

Date ............:ey .. .22:-::: .t....pav.illion ..K.ey ... in

the morning and afternoon finishing painting the hull, numbers and name. No change in Wh . Ibis flight except for a Glossy Ibis which flew in
all alone. About 80 Spoonbills got in before dark .

(1~eM ~ ~ ~~ 5''{% ~-if~)
Date ........ N.~Y ....2~.~....l.n ....t.own .... f.or: ....w.at.~r,

sur>plies and mail, then back down the coast, visited Turkey
Key, T'atrolled ar01nd and was at the roost for the evening flipht. The north flyway
icl<~d U"' a
ttle .<ind all 'n all a little more then 6,ono .h . Ibis ca.me in . Ninety
S oonbills flew in before dark. Cliff Anderson and one of his boys stopped by at Juck
Roel< and ;-,e talked for a while before he heade.ci l'or home, orman Key, a few miles
south of here.

Date.......... M.~.Y.... z.h~I.n ... t.Q~.O. ....~a.r..l.Y..... in ... the

r:i.orning and picked up Dr . Archer Dillard ,ximx his wife Dr.
Ruth Dillard, and a friend. They're members of the Society and personal friends of mine ,
from Liami . They were on the Duck Rock tour last year. I invited them over here for a
day. It's good to have nice company once in a while . About 6,000 'h . Ibis got in along
with some 35 Spoonbills. Returned to Everglades late that evening and ca.me on back down
the coast.

Date..............ay. ...2.5:".'.'.V.:.isit.e.d ... Tur.key....f.or

awhile during the day. It was to hot to paint so I put it off .
Still hav~ the decks, cockpit and cabin roof t~ aint. About 5,000 ~vh . Ibis to-night and
approx. the sme mwnoer of Lo Sf"ana & Littie Blue Herons, Snowy & Am. Egrets, Brown
Pelicans, D.C. Cormorants and 1an 0 1 - ar Birds . Three Black-neck Stilts flew by Duck
Rock about sun-set, heading south.

Date.'...........~.Y..... ?.9.~.~n. ..!'.5?~n.1......~.h.9.P.P..~~-g-~ At the roost in the afternoon where there wa~ no change in

. "the fli?ht. The talk along the coast is the lack of rain and no big: flights of "curlew"
Tis year is very. similiar to the 1951 season when 'the big ro st ng flig ts of ibi~
"trrived in the middle of ,June .

Dllte....... fiay.. 21.....- t ...lhm:k.... a:1r.illlo ...Key in the morning &

1.rly afte
paintltng deck and trimmings on the Egret . ilson' s
lovers with young were feeding on thebeach . At Duck Roe
int .. afternoon and still no change in flight. The 5,00
so Vlh . Ibis shift flyways quite often from one
the ~1e additional 1heet to avoi.d crowding) next •

,: {)O

,
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Date ...... ~Y..?.$..'.'."....f...t.D.t..1?.h.~4 ... P~.;i,.Ji,t.~Jl£: ...9~cks and trimmings. Didn 1 t dare do an.v more

1

cause of threatening showers. Visited Turkey ¥ey for a while. No change in flight. Low tide is at sunset
so the spoonbills aren't coming in before dark.

Date J ..Q.Y.... 29.~....$..l.QP..T.?Y .. X'.~~.Q:t.~.~.r..~... .Y':.in..d from SE with rain. Hent into town for supplies . Decided

not to
rip:ht.

~o

down the coast

bec~use

of rain and rough water so wen

on into

1~ami

for the

comin~ +,C'urs . He's
sort of disanpointed about the lack of roosting ibis but I tol~ hiJ11. it might pick up before t he tours. He's planning to bring the boat Ibis over here on Monday, if weather permi ts.

Date ..l\ av... .].O,,,,In.. .l. iami.,.....T.alked . .with Mr . Brookfield about Duck Rock and the

Date...... '..?.:Y..J.+.:-l..~.~.?.-.~h~.~ ... ~.~t.:\:J:: ....~~.9.PPY but got down to Duck Rock this afternoon . A storm area is

lying 250 or so miles west of Key West with s qualls, heavy rain and winds up to 60 mph .
It ' s moving north but early storms like this have erratic paths so will keep an eye on it.
About-..65QQ
~ t
· ht apd 200 :t.:an 0 1 ~ a.r Pirds... 1)1e ibis start coming in about 4:00
P•• and fini " h up near dark so they ' re well scattered excert for a few big flocks of three
or four hundred.
Date ... Mxx ... J..une.... l:::. :.e.at.h.e.r.....Eur.e.a:u ... .P-ave it's fi.rst advisory on storms for t his se son , with storm
warrii np-s un the 1 •ec;t Con.st. The pa tr of the storm we "'t of Fey 'lest has shifted slightly to

to th• NNS. Charlie Prookfield had T'lanncd to bring the "Ibis" around today but didn 1 t show
u • lent into town a'tout 3 :00 P .~ • to phon'"' iami and find out the plans for the first Duck
tour , une 3. 0tayed in tov;n overni pht and didn ' t check flight.
- -

----

Date.......~.~.~.....~:.'..'A.XA.?.~.'. '

. .. ?..~.... ~.~.?.:~....?ff

Key v~est shifted i t 1 s path to the :':>outh and broke up i nto
s~ 11 squalls. 0torm warnings are down along here . 1ent down the coaPt this afternoon.
1here was 4 sur12r~in i ncrease in roostin~ wh . Ibis with the North flyway ickinp u • Also I noticed two :J.O ng_ ibis~ the ,voung 0 \hJ~.Year,
fir s t of th•e sea§On, coming in
from the 0~ . A l_i t tle m'2.r.,e th~n ten tfioR~And ibis )2'ot in ·r or the night, no spoonbil ., .id
apr>rox. 125 1-an
tiar ifircis . l'welve Florida Dlll.cks flew by the roost about dark hea inrr I •

ne

ot

Date....J.une.... 3~... .;.1.en:t....int&...t.o.w.n ... t1.0....:bring the tour down to Duck H.ock

on the ~gr-et .
sloppy rl .... v with 1-Jeavy sh owe re •• 1e were lucky
on the trip down and only went through one shower . The flight
improved a little for the tour 1ii...h a little better: then fi.fteen thousand 11h . Ibis. lfve found 75 Spoonbi1ls in Duck Rock
Cove• ne
(Use (J(lditional $heet to avoid ~towding) young"Bald '
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Date ..... ~'3.-.g.+.~.... :VV.tl:l:l.... ~r..9.1... D.9. . t..~~ . .r.9..<?..~:t:-

at the reipht of the fl · ght. I t ~U suc.cress..uil. tow . e got
back to town after dark with the tour and I stayed in town for it started to rain shortl~r after we docked at th_ Rod and Gun Club.

Date ..........Taken ... aboa.r.d ....thi.s ....per..iod-Gas-44 1/10

gals .

Paint-2 qts .
Spark l'lugs-2
Screen wire- . 25
1 Radio Battery
rwo Phone calls
Kerosene-2 ga ls .
Date.............................................................................. .................... .

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date ................................................................................................. ..

Date...................................................................................................

Date...................................................................................................

(U;e "4clitional 1heet to cvoid crowdins)
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The tol:loving persona Yisited the Duck Rocle sanctuar;r
recent17. Ir not;. already members, you will wish to
iuue inn tationa.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wagoner
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Date ....J:une. ... 4:::-Ra.in. ..mo.st.... o.f ....the.... night

in town. Small craft waimings are up again with squalls re
ported. Vinds up to 35 mph from the SE were blowing to-day and it rained off & on . Went
down the coast, visited Turkey Key and came back to the roost where t he flight looked a
li Ltle better with bet ween 15 & 20 thousand Wh. Ibis coming in. Didn't get a dedent estimation because of the rain. After dark I anchored in the lee of the island to the North
of Duck Rock because of rough water and wind. Peg Brown a fisherman from Chokoloskee
Toch 1 s brother sto ed b and s id hello
ettin mullet in the
o- i
Date ....J.M~... ..5:-::'.In....t.own....f.or..... aw.hil.~..•... On the way out of Everglad s met
• Brookfield, Herb and
Helen Alley. Weather cleared u_ enough so they coul-d ring the boat bis from T vernier
which ill h~ Jse d on t o1i r . I drove them to Tavernier by station-wagon and stayed there
overnight .

Date .... J.une .... 6.~D.own ...t.o.... D.uck ..

o.c k...in the afternoon. Charlie B. arrived with the Lour about six
P •• , a littl lat b ca.use of mechanical difficulties--i.e. ,noise and vibration somew.here
along the shaft. The flight of Wh. Ibis was very s~tacular, not because of great numbers
but the way they
in g in t a backdrop o da~k eloud,s over the mainland . About 20,000
ibis got in. Close to a hundred spoonbills came in while JUD3t we were anchored here so you
can imagine how t he people enjoyed that. Three Glqss~ ~bis al.sq costed and two Black-neck
Stilts flew by before dark . A heayx squall moved off fr om the mainland about the t i me tha L
Date.... t).~.....~.S?.-µ,r......Y.'. 9..~ ....!'..9.... E.~!'..~P.. ... !'..9.....~own and it looked a little rough so I took part of Charlies' s
group on in and stayed in town overnight.
June 7- Packed the stuf.:f"n.g b~ o,n the ;Thi an }1at may help th v.ibration in along the
ft. Down the coast, visited Turkey Key. Tied up at Duck Rock for the flight in the late
afternoon . Appr. 20 , 000 ih. I :is !lew in with at. least 75% o.t: t.~ se coIQ.ing from the North .
A hundred or o an 0 1 ar Birds were around at dusk.
Date.... J.une....8,,...In ....to:wn ... fo.r. ....a ...w.bile .•

The back down the coast . The flight of the WH. Ibis from the
North picked up a little more but I didn't get an accurate estimate 'cause ther were some
heavy showers at the height of the flight . About 25,000 came in. One Glossy Ibis roosted
and also one Gt. White Heron. Two hundred Man~' War birds spent the night. Of course the
usual La. & Little Blue Herons, Snowy & Am. Egrets are also flying in.

Date~.:i:gi~....£.. 9::....~.~E.9:~.... ~.~.f.!'.....~.~~.....~2.?St before sunset and there were about 76 spoonbi! i s on the

Rock Too. Went into town. Brought Mr.& Mrs. Ivan Sutton and Mr.&Mrs . Wil n J . Dingus
down to visit Duck Rock. Mr. Sutton has been in Evergiades since the end of February
with his main project being the photographing of nesting Swallo~tailed Kites. Has a blind
set up and all that . He will no doubt have one of the best films on that bird. He is planning to show a film Thursday night at the movie house for the Women's Club . Sutton is sort
of of .makin the eople more "bird-conscious in Everglades. 30 , 000 ibis to-night .

of ~~it~~~r··roo~~'()ffi:r.~f'"""hr·:····pa;r~;e al~~g d~~n :i~h ~: ~nd e~:use
brought them back to town in his boat while I stayed at Duck Rock
for the night. There's no use to mention in every report that the
people enjoy this tour for they always seem to tQitlk it's etter
then advertised,
..
•
which is good.
(Vie ~itiornil 1heet to avoid crowdin~continued)
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Mr. Baker aqa t.o send t.he following persona a
aembe:rahip application onl7, nothing

aore~

Mr. and Mra. Willi• Wagoner
T'auaton Lak99
Marlt.on, lift J~
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Date .J.une. ....11:.'.i.ight.y ....s.po.onb.ill .~....at.

the roost and they stayed around an hour after the ib:E
left about sunset . Visited Turkey Key in the morning, cruised over to Pavillion Key in the
afternoon then tied up at Duck Rock before the flight of ibis. The North flyway brings
in most of the birds but the SE flyway (Chatham-Huston) is doing a little better . Between
30 and 40 thousand 1vh . Ibis came in . There were no boats around in the evening or late :a
afternoon .
but no showers. Vi sited Turkey Key, gotsome ice and looked around down there . The ibis are still increasing with close to 40 ,000 roosting. Gne ·
·-f:·
Great White Heron roosted.
··~ . . ....

Date ..J:u.ne. ....1.2:-::: ...........h..Pt.....a.P.4 ...m:µggy.... @Y

Jr.i.J?.~.r.1 . f or suppl!be s, mail and to get Charl ie 1 s boat ready fo r Che
t our . On getting into t vwn I found t hat Charlie ' s boat 11 Ibis 11 still has v·brat'
Q. .Q.oire
along
e "'haft . Art Eifler changed the wheel for i
u sai the stern bearing needs to
b
ked s o I 'll do that Monday. I took four of Charlie's group down o uck Rock and he
ha seven I think. For once it didn't rain on a tour day and we had a perfect trip . ~l e
estimated about 40, 000 l h. Ibis and we anchored in a spot where the ibis flew close by
t he boats ient into t own wi t h the tour and drove i nt o Miami for the night .

Date ...J..w.1~.....+..3..:::....~.".~T .... ~?:Y..~...

Date...... J.une ....14..,.,,In..Miami., .... sh.ap. .i

ng and visitimg a few friends. Decided to stay here for the
night and return to Everglades tomorrow morning, so I will miss tonight's flight . Naturally I worry about Duck Rock when I'm not there for the evening f light but it sure feels
good to know the situation is a little better then it used to be . Everyon knows the ibis
are roosting in good numbers down on the Rock but I still have yet to hear the first shotgun blast on t he flyways near here. Back in the first partof May I had a heart to heart
talk with some of t he Turkey Key fisherman cnncerning shooting on the 11 fly 11 and let's
~... ~.2~ ....~~ .... ~:!?.~Y..~.....~P..~:!?. . '!i.~Y..................
DATE-June 15-Back in Everglades . Seeing theways are under repair repair I had thesterns of
the Ibis and Egret lifted out of thewater by a hoist at the Harris~s small boat dock, then
stood in the water and re ac e t4e stern ~ari,u~ on ·the ibis and changed wheel on the Eg+Et
At Duck Rock late in the afternoon where there are s ill aoout ~ ,OOO ibis, mi 150' Man 0 1
Birds and a dozen spoonbills got in before dark .

.

Date...... J.une....16.,., ...... .A.b.out....• o
~o~ ~~~
.
· :i

right before sunset , about
the Rock. He and the Mrs . are going
doing better .

roost this morning and the ibis got off all
's boat Dll&,a va dropped anchor just west of
a few ays . A good flight ' with the SE flywcy

Charlie had a small group ~ ~t weatb.er
h
· n or initial here:
and a beautiful flight ofbirdsCharlie's bo
al
· h
ow, The packing I put in the stern bearing did thetrick and her e's no v~aljfn
~
or noise. Mr. Brigg's boat Ungava waw anchored just nor th of
Duck Rock for the evening flight . Mr . Brigg's spent a little
time on Duck (Use additional sheet to avoid crowding) Rock
( over)

Date... J.une.... 17..~,. ..T.aur.....da.Y........vrn.nt.....in.. town .

~··J~.:~.
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D ate ..... ~.~~.....~7..f~<:>~~.~!.:1':1.E:l.~).~.~~.~g . . P.i cturefi

of nesting birds . Charl ie l ef t f or town about
with a satisfied group of people. I tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

7:30

(P.S.) Excuse the slpppy typing----can't seem to find the right keys . )
TAKEN ABOARD''60 7/10 gals . gas.
2qts. oil
Date ...............................................................8... .f.~ .~.t. .... 9..f.....packing( flax)

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date .................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date................................,..................................................................

Each warden sign or initial here:

<JA·:· ~···;·;·TryJ... .cfi. ~. . . . .. . .. ~

.. .

Cl. .~. . .a~ ~ ~
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Date ........J.:tm:~ ....:J,$.~i.~.nt... .<?.D. ... t.h.~ .. .R.99.k.... .with

Mr. Briggs and Frank Brown . La. Heronx nests are scattered
all over. Eggs are still in some nests and there are young birds of all ages. Snowy and
Am. Egrets, D. C. Cormorants all have young birds . Pelicans are nesting too . ~Had lunch
with Mr .&Mrs. Briggs just before they left for Naples this afternoon . The flight of ibis
picked up and I tried to count them in groups of 50 and 100 . At dark my count was about
54,000 and some came in afte~ dark so we can e stimate at least 55 000 . A few spoonbills ~
got in about sunset . Anchored just west of Duck rock because · o
er(wind and rain)
Date . . ....~:w:i.~ ... .l9.~A . ..f.e..w.... $.h.ow..~. r.~. ...t..o:'.7day. Cruised over to Pavillion Key, then visited Turkey Key in
the afternoon. Another good flight of Wh. Ibis, with about 55,000 roosting . About 25
s poonbills flew in before dark.

- 37

I

Date .........June ... 20.-A.p.E_r.o.x. ..... 9.o....~.P.e,i>l.lW,lls

were on Duck Rock this morning and the ibis flew off before
sunrise. - Tour day and in town about ten o'clock in the morning. There was a good-sized
group so I ....took part of the tour on my boat and als o took them back to town • As usual it
was a wonderful i: flight with about 55,000 vh . Ibis and the party counted 97 spoonbills
before dark. Stayed in town for the night.
... '°"mi ·-

Date .........J:une. ... 21.~... A.t ...Duck. .. R.ack...in ... the

afternoon . Heavy showerx and wind, during in-coming flight witi1
no appreciable c hange in ibis flight. Rain stopped about sunset but wind picked up so
anchored in the lee of R Spoonbill Key, the key just north of Duck Rock. It does~ ' t have
a name so I sil••,• ~ ••11d it Spoonbill Key.
Cl\ u t;.trJ
•

. )..,..

Date...... .J:un.e.... 22.dl!r.•.... and .. .M.r..s........ Herb.
(,'~'>

Alley and Mr. and Mrs . Don Shimp s howed up at Duck Rock about

• from Tavernier, :f :s:Xml on their way to Everglades where they' re going to spend

t he night. Another good flight to-night with about 55,000 Wh. Ibis, 2 Glossy Ibis and
the usual herons, egrets, and etc . At the roost all night.

showed up at the roost about 10:00 A.M•• I went in their a
and we did a lit t le fishing and looking around the islands . ie watched the evening flight
and there was little change in the esti~te of la st night but 75% of the ibis flew in
from the SE. Spent the night at Pelic Key just north of San leys
an
xrented a cabin for a few nights.

Date.......J..:un.e.....23.~The....All.ey.s....and ....bimps

bo«::

4

Date........~.W,}.~ ....?.4.:::....'.f..9.W::....Q§.Y........J.n...t..9.Y.tJJ. 1

getting things
there was a low tide . The flight was
snag on the way into town and bent t
so I towed his boat into town.
er leaving the people
at the Rod&Gun Club we checked the Ibis and f 9und a le~~ ·
She' ll be ~ U1e culditiotuzl sheet to avoUl crowding )f ixed'.t '. omor · ow •
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'
"
concentr ations.

.
]ine,

D ate .... ~.1:1.r.1~.....~?.::9..~~~~.~~

. . .c:l-r.1~ ....~ ...~~r.1~.. over to Chokol oskee in the Egret , t owi ng the Ibis . F'ort unately it was pos sible to put her on the ways immediately and she will be ready to-morrow .
Heavy rai ns in the afternoon all the way down to Duck Rock. The majority of ibis are still
coming in from t he Huston-Chatham Rivers and about 60,000 got in. The Alleys anchored
along wi th me to s ee t he birds leave in t he morning.

D ate ....J.une.... 26~A.t ... least....a ... .hundr..ed. Spoonbills

were on the Rock and the ibis left about 5: 30 A•.M.
ent to Chokoloslee t o see if the Ibis was ready to takeoff the ways. Got off about noon
after a pat ch was put on the bottom and the wheel changed. Towed her to Everglades and was
all set to go down to Duck Rock but heavy steady rains changed my mind so I drove to Miami
for the night, taking with me Charlies whell and the wind shield from the Egret. Broke one
of the two panes of glass.

Date ....J..mAe. ...27.:::-'f..oµr. ....Qa..Y. ...§..:rn;L C..b9..rl.;ie had eight
Rock but it ~ stopped when we anchored

guests. We bad rain most of the way down to the
for the flight . Between 55 & 60 thousand 'ih . Ib:is
came in and 9 Glossy Ibis also roosted • An excellent flight . At the Rock for the night .

-

f~-

rt
J- ftr. od

1~7 ~tk.

Date ..... J.J.me. .... ~.$.~'.l'he..... hir.ds ... .g.at ....off ...a.11

r j ght in the morning. Showers and winds from the SE abott.
15 to 20 mph made it a sloppy day. The evening flight was good and it looks like the
roost i ng ibis are still increasing and about 60 ,000 ibis came in. Showere in t he evening
prevented an accurate estimate.

Date ........... J..J.me......29.~J..n .. M.i!i!-.m.i.....~i..t..O. .. .t.n.e

wind shield from the Ibis . Both windshields were fixed by
noon and I was back in Everglades late in t he afternoon. At Duck Rock in t ime for the
evening flight where there was no change in t he estimate of ibis . Of the 60,000 about
60% came in from the North and the rest from the •'ast and SE. At Duck Rock for the night.

Date........ :\ffi~ ....J.9..::A ... !!.1::1.!l.9 r~ct.,P,:p.~........'. J;~,y;

~OO.Pb~ xm were on the Rock this morning. % I n town for
supplies I didn't have time t o get yesterday and picked up George Treichel, re s ident of
Milwaukee , student at U. of Calif . , friend of Sandy Sprunt and ex-employee of the S oci~
at the Maine camp back inl950 I think . He's on his way to the ••est Indies and has s topped
here for a visit to Duck Rock for the evening and morning flight . He'll stay aboard tonight here at the roost on the ~ gret with me . About 60,000 ibis to-night.

t he birds off including 130 S oonbills. Tour day and in
Each warden sign or initial here:
town in t he morning . Expedted only 60,000 i bis but close to
_'1.5 "000 came in . wit bpth jlyways,. he ~vy. Pest flight so far.
and a man from t he Park Service were on tour . Hanks is Dan's
ass't. Dan was quite surprised with the amount of ibis . G.
Treichel left -.for 1t:im Mia.mi this morning

Date..!l.:W.,Y....l:::...~.P.....!?.:t. .... f!~Y.:9..r.~.?.:~. . !-.2.....~.ee

\ Uie <14cillioiiiz--Z- $neet -to att<iid crotvttlng)

~~-~: ~:=·: ~::: .-•.. .•.
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Date ....J.aj,Y....~~ ... A. . hv.n.ctt..e..9. ....Pr.....S.9....$..pponbills and White Ibis left the roost about sunrise . l.luite
a sight with all thos e thousands of ibis . Went into town and over to Miami planning to
spend a night at Tavernier . Met George Triechel in Miami and we went on down to the keys .
visited Bob Allen, havinf an intere_stt~g talk with }'liip.. L .L..
_l

f'~~

~dca.Vcl, 1((4) f"-11104 ... 7/ 7/o

r-1"'·

~

I

;t.

dtfl'VHJ~ llW rm>~

q-tt:

0"

Date ......J.u ly.....J,,..Bac.k.. .. in .. E.ver.glades.... and down to Duck Rock in the afternoon . Another good roostring flight with about 7Q 1 000 Wh . Ibis , 150 Man ~' War Birds and about 4000 Am. & Snowy

ir

Egrets. ,~J~a~~ i,. L~~t~ ·· Bf~e ~rc:ins , . •. .: • .. · t~ffi: ~~n ,:,-f~~t~fcs:n:s~ 'AaF~ ifi'~n
1'
ey ey, stopped l:>y a "'1:3<:r·'P.M.· on his way from tow'n"• .' e talkeif' for awhile before he headed on south. Tied up for the night .

Date ...... J.uly: ... 4~Last.... t .o.ur.....of ... tb.e.....summer to-day . In town getting boats ready.
perfect day
with no rain on the trip down and plenty of birds. At least ~.82Q ~~.~ b'
d ~JQ
rtoseate S oonbills were on Duck Rock when we left for town . f took some of Char ies
on into town with him .

Date...... J.uly. ....5,,,Dawn ....to. ...D.uck .. Ro.ck. ... in the afternoon . Hot to-day with showers in the afternoon
and evening. Close to 75,000 ibis roosted . There were quite a few chart er boats out fishing t o-day but no boats were in the Duck Rock vicinity during the flight. ,At the roost for
the night.

Bock.

Date......... J..u.l.y.... 7.~Ibi.s..,. .... he.r.ons....and ....e.grets left the roost between 5:15 & 5:45 A.M. Spoonbills
stayed around awhile before flying off. In town in the afternoon helping the mechanic
with cleaning the motor . It was late when we got through with the paint job and on top of
that there were heaVY showers so I didn't go down the coast to the roost .

Each warden sign or initial here:

(Use additional 1heet to avoid crowdlng)
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~eport. weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes sp ent pa'trolling; amount of gaso·
hne, 011 or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Men tion any unusual happenin«s ; any disturbance of
birds or other
wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosti~u~ feeding or n estin«e
•
concentrations.

D ate ....J.v.lY. ....9'.'.:'.lbi.$. ... .a:o.g....§.PQ9.DPill$....

got off all right t his morning about sunrise . Back in town
for I'm due on the ways for cleani ng and bot t om painting . Went on ~he ways in the afternoon with t he Egret and cleaned her off. She' 11 go off to-morrow. ri em ht'O :r~· i"c3t :i5he
n.:-111'«11_...,_........,,_....,!f'llM~,~.-~~_,~.._~~M

Datc ...J..:UlY... .lO.~... Egrn.t..... .9.f..f... ..W9Y.1?. ... .tn...t

he afternoon and down to Duck Rock in the afternoon . Ibis are
still streaming in with about 80
.U;:>
W ,post . Both flyways are doing well. Rain
most of t he afternoon and evening. Anc ored for the night .

Date....J .u ly....ll:'.':'.ln... :t.o.w.n ... .f..9r.....aw.b.t.l~.,
afternoon & evening . Between

At Duck Rock by two in the afternoon. Heavy rains again this
75,000 and
00 h. lb' s .,to-night. Anchored just west of
of the roost because of a low- ow tide.

Date.J:uly....l.2~:S.ird.s ....l.e..f.t. ....t.1u.~....T.9..9.§t

much and there's still 80
ove~ Duck Rock heading

Date.....J.:Y.lY. ....lJ.~J..n ...t..9~.n. ....f.9.:r.... ~\!ht.1~..

.

ao

. ~\> ·'-''~ ~~....':

~

in fine shape this morning . The evening flight hasn't changed
9b ~ ?~~.ng in . About dusk 50 or so Purple M~~tins flew
gulf.
• '· !l'.1)!11:
·~,.

and down to Duck Rock in the afternoon. Jim Thompson wi t h a
f ishi ng party stopped by for the evening flight and are anchored over by Chatham River
for the night. Another good flight---g),000 vh . Ibis, 300 Man 0 1 ar Birds and about 6,000
La . & Lit t le Blue Herons, Snowy & Am. Egrets, Brown Pelicans and D.C. Cormorants . Tied up
at the roost for the night.
Date July 14-Birds got off all right in the morning , including 150 SE~ :µ.ls which xii
slipped in after dark last night . Vi ent to Turkey Key , visiting ~o~e:t:Wa son, Harry HanDate....~.~.0.:?..~.~..t.... A..~~-~.~. . ~·-·~·~....~.~9.:!:'.!son, Hans Anderson, .and Mr . & Mrs Gene SqUlres . Went t o tiiiKIQCdDQc Mormon Key and saw Francis Hall and then cruised up to Chevalier Bay to see Mr . _
Darwin . In :tDl the past month or so I haven't done muck visiting around here . 80,000 ibis .
State ~ .
Date July 15- Beautiful flight this morning . Into town . Met Ernest Lund of Flori
and Herbert ' int-e~s.. o
~)..ori~a .G~g.~?~~ :ur~ey • ~ TH y were loo 1hg for 'me an
br gyft tne
own to 1iDk Duck 'Roel<: so t'hey could collec s
·
Ji>,
~, around Duck Rode
and another ke • The are making a study of the effe c of roosting and nesting birds on

•

·"
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Date ....... ~.\il.y.... 16.~Yal.Y§.... jo:b. .... on ... ~t.at;ion-wagon

not finished by 5:00 P .M . so stayed in Miami for

the night .
July 17- Back at Du~k Rock in the afternoon . Roost in fine shape with at
1h. Ibis and 400 ).!an 0 1 Wa~ Birds . Roosting Snowy Egrets, Little
t:o e increa'sing . Heavy showers during flight and into evening .
Date ......July ... 18.~In ... t .own ..... .Charlie....Brookfield

left Everglades for Tavernier with the boat 11 Ibis.
in the morning . Bo S~sson, National Geographic pnot'5 grapRer sh6w~~
this afternoon and
we went down the coast to Duck Rock . A good flight with between 75 and 80 thousand ibis ,
300 Man L' War Birds, and 5 000 Am,
Sno~ E~~e~ s,, L ~~ Lle Blu~ ~ar~ .It: .. ,..Her:ons, Br . Pelicanwxa.nd D.C. Cormorants . t
e roost for the night with Bob .
·

up

Date....J.uly ...19...Vis.ited ... .T.urke.v:...K.ey..

in the morning for ice and to look around for good pictures .
vent up the Chatham River to see the Tooke$, whe ~~ ~ob ~ook a_.few pictl;l-res . lient up to
O~'s pJ.aice on P.eJJ.ca~ . ~~y just
or t e entrance o Sand- fly Pass . Came back to
Duck Rock for the flight but 'light conditions were poor for bird and boat shots . About
75,000 ibis to-night. Tied up at the roost for the flight.

Date ....... J.uly....2'.).......0n. ...the .... wa.y....int.o ... town

we visited Hoy Ozmer at ~eJ j caP Key.
"F&
some u
shots . In town a bout noon for supplies and more pictures were taken there. Stopped by
av lli on Key on the down to Duck Rock . The light was better this evening so Bob took
some shot.s of... the ibAs, ,,cplJl:ipg. ci.tl. ~.,,8;1' ;t~ ~oat . Close to 75,000 Wh. Ibis roosted . tDim.
Anchore for the night .
t.Q~P.phiD~.,~H,~~·· m9;r.:n~ . i';l4,g.l\.t ~ :;i ~:P..o~ sible ~ue to ~?e li~ht .condition~ . On
the way into town we stopped again at uzmer's fo~ ~or shots . · Left aob in town in the
afternoon for he's leaving for Washington tomorrow ~orni~g early . Back down the coast
in the late afternoon to Duck Rock where there was no change in the flight .

Date........!l.1i.LY.....2l..'.".:P

..
right this morning . Cruised into town about noon and came
back to Duck Rock late in the afternoon . About 70, 000 Wh . Ibis came i n and there were m
over 300 Man 0 1 War Birds roosting too . Capt . Rob Th om~~on , charter boatma._n, brought a
party; of ;Local p,e t>le down to see the evening flig "t. It was 11 Snooky 11 Sen haas ' s ~rt.y
I g,\les9.:.~there W~:S 1 9nsoky, M~s Francis · Mu.if(post-:-!Ilrs~fess)Mr". &' Mrs . R: F. Carn,e y, !Ar•,
R. E. Lauchpage, Miss
0 ga Starck( waitress -at · the Rod and G'un Club) and .Mr •. Gus McCall.
he r oost :.f or the night·~·
·•

Date~.... ~.~.Y.. ...?..?:::: ... !?.~.~~.~ 8.?.~.... .9.f.f. ....~.~~

~~ U1e

additional 1heet to avoid cr~din;)
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Da te ... .J..aj,:r. ....4..3..".7.:l;.n.....t..9.WA....~.~- .. .D.9.9.P. .. .f..9.:r

supplies 1 water, etc . for this week-end . Plan to do more
painting in the Egret if the weather lets me . At the roost for the night . Another good
flight of birds with about 70,000 hh . Ibis . Saw one water-spout on the way down to Duck
Rock this afternoon and a heavy squall with wind & rain came over the roost before dark .

,.....cJw,..

~~

.l a1J.A} 6ta.4 - '( r Ho 8-..t,.
W- ""

trevos~ - .1.. 3-J.c,.

I

11-. - ptt! ~ o· ~ f'C o..(c v
/ po..'-n t b r\.\J'~

Date ... .J..µJ..y ....?4~ .~ ....'l:l§.~l ... t.h.~.....P.i..r..9~. .p:ot

off all night this morning . A miserable day with steady
rain in into the evening but managed to scrub the boat down during the day and get it
cleaned in preparation for sane painting tomorrow . About 70,000 ibis roosted for the night.
Anchored SW of Duck Rock About a half mile for awhile because of low tide but tied up at
+he stakes near midnight.

Date ....J..aj,y ....~5.~V..i.~.it.e..ct....'.t.'!Jr.k.~Y....Ke.Y . in

the morning for ice and dropped in on the Squires . Painted
in the a ft ernoon. No change in the ibis flight this evenigg . Except for a sport fishing ilill
boat off of Pavillion Key there were no boats in the general vieinity of Duck Rock during
the flight . At the roost for the night .

Date ...J.uly ...26.~I.n ... t .o:w.n . ..f.or.... awbil.e..,

then back down the coast in theafternoon for theflight. Another good flight . There seems to be less young ibis t his summer then usual but reports
of feeding ibis further to the north around Lakeland, Arcadia and east o~ FT . Myers in
the marshes show plenty of young birds up that way . ldth increasing rains there's a
possibility that my roos ting population may increase.

Date ...~~.Y. ....?.7:'.:':l?.~.9.Y.~... ~.9. . . :1\..~~13.Y..~.~.~~

this morning to vist Fred Shultz and Bill ·1 yllie . Arrived
about noon and spent the afternoon with them on Whiskey Stump . In the evening, went out
wit h Bill to Big Bird Key . It was my first visit to the Tampa Bay santuaries since b•ing
with the Society and thought it would be a good to become acquainted with that area . Fred
is quite a guy and j ust as congenial as 9Ver. Bill Wyllie seem to have a good season and
is very well th ought of in Palmetto . Stayem up t here for the night .

Date...J.u ly..... 28.':'::Ba.ck....t .o...Duck. .. R.ack. .. in

the afternoon where there are : > til l about 70,000 .1h . Ibis
with both SE and N flyways doing good . Spoonbillsaren't using the roost t oo much lately
for there are low tides about dusk and sun-up so they roost near the banks in the mangroves in their general feeding areas . No one in the area to-night and tied up at the
stakes for the night.
this morning . NE & SE wind most of th~ daY. with
Each warden sign or initial here:
steady rains and showere . About 65,000 ibis roosted this
evening. Visited Turkey Key for awhile in the afternoon .

Date....J.W.Y.:....29..~~.ir.!;l.§.... 8..Qt......9..f..f. ....~l:!:. ...right
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Date .. ~.W,,Y. . ..3.0:'."'.'.:I:n.....t..9w.n.. . . fQr..... $YPPli.e s &

mail . Drove to Jerome , north of Everglades to investigate an Ivory-billed Woodpecker report . Talked to a Mr. Hancock of the C. J Jones
Lumber Co. and it was fair~ obviou~ he had seen a fil~ ~ Woodpecker. B~ck down to the
roost in the afternoon where there are still
bis , only a dozen or so Man 0 1
ar Birds and 5 000 La . 4nd Little Blue Herons , Snowy and ./\..rn. Egret~, Brown Pelicans and
•• Cormorants . At the roost for the n1ght .

Date ....J.u ly... Jl....G.ot.... in ...a ... lit.tle.... painting

before the rain about noon . Another good flight of
birds to-night . Rob Thompson, a charter boat- man, brought another group of local people
down to the roost .Some people wi:tl:i the Collier Corp . and Sheriff' o.f Col'lier County', ltoy
Atkins . Roy use to be Deputy Sheriff but was appointed Sheriff after Louis Thorpe died
a few months ago.

Date .......A.ug,.,,l,.,,In ... t.own ... fo.r. ....supplies

than back down to the roost about 5:30 P.lll. The flight
i.{li.proved to- night and at least 75,00') ibis roosted. Aheavy rain came out> of the SE just
before dark but swung south of Duck Rock . Andy McClain and another sport fisherman
stopped by to say hello just before dark .
~
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Date ....A.ug ... 2~At ...D.uck ...Ro.ck ...a nd ...o:v:er

to Pavillion Key, . where I painted the wind-shi eld and djd
xmsome sandpapering before a heavy shower came along . One char ter-boat and three outboard motor- boats in the area to-day. _Another good flight this evening with about 75 , 000
~ h. Ibis and some thirty or so spoonbills got in before dark . Tied up at the roost all
night .

Date....~.~g ... ..?.:.1~f'.!

. . ~.~:?:-.~.?.... . ~~.~.?.1:1.~.1. .... ~.g-~ets and 140 Spoonbills left the roost just before sunrise.
Cruised into town for mail, supplies , etc . Back down the coast by 2:00 ~M.No change in
the flight except for 60 s o ills JtOt in before dark . The number of Man 0 1 War Birds
have dropped of lately . Small land biras seem to be starting some sort of migration
for I heard several of them go over to-night and last night too . At Duck Rock for the
night .

Date... A:ug... .4.-:"::T.yp.i.c.a l ....s..umme.r.....f.l

.o.r.ida day- hot in the morning and wet in the afternoon.Manage to get in a few licks with the paint brush before the rains came . A heck of an electrical storm came over when the flight started, the worst of the season, but with only a
lit t le wi nd . Some birds got in before the storm but after it pas sed I looked towards the
mainland and there were about 20,000 Wh . Ibis roosting in the mangroves al~ng the shor e .
Most of them came over to Duck Rock before dark where they belonged . About 70 , 000 Wh .
_Ibis t o-night . with a dozen or so spoonbills .
Date... Aug .. .S.~... Abou.t ...1 20.....s. ~cnbills left the roost with the ibis t
c'K- pit this morning . ient into town in
Painted part of tne
the afternoon . Vind shifted to the N with showers and steady
rain late in the afternoon so didn't go down t o the roost because of the sloppy weather . Drove to Miami and spent the nigh
There·
(Use additional 1h~et to avoid crowding)
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Date .. A:WS:t.i.~.t. . f>.'.'.".'.V..t~J.t.~.9... .9h9r.JJ~.J3.;rookfield most of the day and talked over various problems. He brought me up to date on the approaching tour season and schedule. as back
at Duck Rock late in the afternoon for the flight. About 65,000 ibis roosted~ Only
boat in the area during the flight waw Salvatore Gomez's cruiser, anchored at the mouth
of the Ghatham River. A boat, towing a
·
nets ~
et'rt7 past the roost about 7:30PM
heading down the .tka coast. At the roost for the night.
DateAugust ... ?...CJ.oudy ... and .a ...few.. eaEly showerw. Went up the Chatham River and Che"i:alier Bay,
visit "ng Mr. Darwin for quite a while . Few feeding ibis, egrets, and herons were alorg
~ and ays.
Swallow-tailed Kites were :txtt fairly common and saw a Black Fox
t e
Squirrel in the mangrove s along Chevalier Bay. About 60,000 ibis flew into the roost .
• JI
'J. Yt d ~- ~
Anchored for the night.

1~ ~ ~ P~-
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DateAugu.s.t....8.~B.ir.ds ....l.eft ....the... roost all right this morning . lent into town for supplies &
mail. Met Mr . B.J . Kincaid and the McKenzies at 3:30 P.M . for their visit to Duck Rock.
The trip\Ven along "nicely and the weather was fine. At least 70,000 h. Ibis flew in
while they were at the roost. Three Bald Eagles were around the roost at the time of
the flight . Arrived back in Everglades about 9:00 P.M. and dropped them(Kincaid and
McKenzies) at the Rod and Gun Club and came on back down the coast rather then stay
in town . Tied up at Duck Rock before midnight .
DateA-.:µg_"\!§.t. ... .9~..f.t.~r. ....P.r..~9..lff.a.9.:t.,,. .... c.ruis ed down to Lost.man 1 s River in the Na tiona.l Park and
visited Barney Parker . Talked over varmous local problems and had a nice visit. Back
a~the roost for the flight . There's still at least 70,000 w
h. Ibis coming in. There
were three charter fishing boats and several outboard motor boats in the general area
earlier in the day but all were back intown by dark and not around at flight time . At
the roost for the night.
DateA..:tJ81\S..t .....l0.:7:S.i.r.d.s.... l.e..f.t....the....r.o.ost just before sunset.
Finished painting most of the iaal<
cockpit t
y Us
e ore the, afternoon rains. ,_About 5:30PM the early roosting birds
on Duck Rock were quite excited and the ibis flying in wouldn't land---would EJ!X"ldy
circle over a few times then head back for the mainland . Investigated and found the
the trouble---an adult Bald Eagle along the man&royes on the i:mut ground(mud & sand)
o t
SW si e o t e roost eating a DC Cormorant. I went ashore, the eagle flew in a
tree and
icked u the freshl killed cormorant
ut it in the boat
d r ur e
D t~.....~.... ~ ....~.~..~.........f.!'.~.~---·~~~~---· ~~!:'.....~P.is started landing and everything was all right . The eagle
came back later and sat in a tree but it seems the roosting birds don't mind an Eagle
sitting in a tree xmt but one on the ground, eating something, is another thing, I gica
guess. Abo~t 65,000 Wh. Ibis roosted tonight and I tied up off shore for the night.
August 11- In Miami for the day and night • .
DatJ.i..:ugu.s.t ... l.2:::-Eack....t.o ...D.uck.. .Ro.ck... in the late afternoon. A good
flight wj,th about -~0 ,000 h. Ibis, .5,000 La . n Li,ttle Blu
Herons, Am. and Snowy Egrets, Br . Pelicans and Cormorants .
"Two hundred Man 0 1 War Birds settled in before dark . At the
roost for the night .
~U1e
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Dat ...A.µg~_l3 .. ir.d..s. ....le.t.t ....the.... ro.os.t okay in the morning . Cruised into town and was back at the
oos~ in the afternoon. A beautiful flight to-night with almost 85,000 w
1h . Ibis---the
best flight of the season. Both flyways were thick with bir s .
yac t was anchored off
o avi lion Key~-the people are fishing in this area and came over to watch part of
the flight this evening . At the roost for the night .

Datc.. A~ ....144.Vent ....UP....the ...Chatham ..River

for awhile this morning and looked around. Visited
Turkey Key, got some ice then cruised over to Pavillion Key----there have been few Cabot's
Terns in the area this season . At Duck Rock for the flight. About 70,000 Wh. Ibis to-nigh~
Someone shot up he Bu~za~d Ke~ roost last rtlght, ~hich was the reason for the ten or so
t\\Q. tV~~\l~._C.
ousand extra ibis. ~~v.JL~ ov.."<

<ou.r.

Date\."!Jg ... l.5.-::: ..~-~.P.t. ...int..9.... .t..9.1.m....and.... did a little shopping . Was back at the roost late in the after-

noon . Cliff Boggess, a charter boatman, was at the roost with a party of four who fished
during the day and stayed down the coast to watch the evening flight . About 70,000 ibis
roosted . At the roost f or the night.

Date ..A.ug...16.~S.ir.ds ....left....the....ro.os.t

all right this morning . Showers all day . Went up the Chatham
River and visited Mr . Darwin . Art Eifler, his boat poonbill, with some friends from town
stayed f or the evening flight after a day's fishing . Another boat 11 Cleo" also was here
and Mr. Ingraham, from Naples, with a party of three watched the flight and anchored for
the night s o t hey can see the birds leave in the morning . At the roost for t he night .

D ate.J .n.. ...t. .~.n. ...ctµ,r..i ng....the....af.te.r.no.on .

Drove to Miami in the evening to visit friends so wasn't at
the roost for the evening flight .
A
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Date.A.ug ...18.":": ....Back...in ...E:v:er.glad.es....in

the afternoon and down to the Duck Rock for the flight .
There's been no change in the flig ht and about 70, 000& ibis got in . The flights are as
spectacular as ever . The SE fl
's
b.e.g.~iest with about 40,000 and the North flyway
has about 30 , 000 . Purchased a new water-pump for the Egret's motor . The Egret ' s motor has
been over heating and have checked all possibilities and narrowed i t down to the pump . It's
a different type of pump than the one that came with the Cris Craft motor and should be
more suitabl e jg tb j s t3rpe at w;a ±er and mud
Date.... A:ug ...19:-:::In...:t...awn....during....the....afternoon to check on fittings
Each warden sign or initial here:
for the new pump but did not put it on . will probably do
that tomorrow when there's more time . My radio seems to have
shorted out s omehow and i t's deader than a mackerel . About
70,000 Wh . Ibis tonight.
••.••••.•.••••••
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date .... A.:µg\1..~.t. .... 20~.J.n ...t.ow.n. ..to ...inst.a .ll

new water pump. Mechanic at Rigg' s was busy xk so I put it
on nwself. On the way down to Duck Rock it worked perfectly and the motot runs much
cooler . It certainly needed cooling down. A big flight of birds this evening with between
80 and a 100 t h ousand .ih. Ibis. At least 100 spoonbills flew in before dark . Rob Thompson, s charter boatman, Snooky Senghaus, his sister and brot her-in-law were at the roost
to watch the birds come in. Thompson ' s party went on into town just before dark . At the
roost for the night .
Date .... Augu.s.t ... 21~Did ... a ... lit.t l.e ...painting to-day---not much , for it looked like rain in t he middle
of the afternoon . as at Pavillion Key most of the day, anchored just off-shore where the
w-ter is calmer f or painting . Not as many birds to-night as last night . About 75 , 000
came in and it )()[seems the SE flyway droppea off a little which means the ibis might be
.roosting at the Gopher Key roost or Buzzard Key . Two charterboats were fishing this area
to-day but no boats were around during the flight.

Date ...... .4..-µgu.s.t .... 22~In ...t.own .. f.or ....supplies

and mail . Drove to Copel.and and picked up the radio which
I left the other day . The transformer was shot and had it replaced . At Duck Rock for the
flight. Close to 70,000 ibis roosted and two Bald Eagles were around while the birds were
c oming in . They've been around for the past few weeks- --in and out. One is an adult and
the ot her an immature bird. They're good to have around even though they do kill a bird
every now and then. They seem to favor cormorants this year . At the roost for the night .

Date ...... August .... 23~.ob ....Th.om.ps.on~ .... charter

boatman, stopped by at the roost with a fishing party of
f our men before it got light(5:30 AM) to watch the birds leave the roost . Visited Turkey
Key about 7: 00, then cruised over to Pavillion Key where I spent the day cleaning and
painting t he boat. About 60,000 ibis to-night, a little decrease. Mosquitoes are at a
mi nimum at the present . At the roost for the night . A yacht i s anchored SE of Pavillion
Key for the night and x four people in an out board mot orboat came over for a l i ttle
while at the beginning of the f light then wept back to the y acht
Date......A.ugust.... .24...Bir.ds ....left. ....t.he ...roost all right this morning . t> peht most of the day at Pllvillion
Key doi ng a litt le more painting . Only two boats in the area to-day--the run-beat on it's
way to Turkey Key and a small launch cruised by during the flight in the evening. About
60,000 Wh . Ibis tonight. iv ill cruise into town about mid-night t o make sure I get an early
start t o Miami in the morning . Bboke my eyeglasses the ot her day and they JmJt need to be
repajred . 1i ill probably make an appointment for somet ime nex t week with my dentist . Have
two bad teeth tht peed 1 ppk e d at..
Date.....~.µgµ_~.~....:?.5::::J..n... M.i~ ......&9.t .... mv.: glasses fixed, malie a dental appointment for Sept . 2 and
visited Gene st<i'ill{'QireWSquires of Turkey Key at t he Coral Gables Veteran's Hospital . He
was rushed there by an ambulance this past week-end from Everglades when they couldn' t
bring him out of an ~ ashhma attack . Stayed in Miami for the night .

iO le\.\ cl.~1)0..11! l S''/ f;(J f alA. OU· 8'" hos~/

t-'AiJ iJ eVc~J .l. bv..sL\ ota;r

Date... 4?J.gu.s.t ....26.:::-B.ack....in ....t'.tY.er.glad.es

/ 9'f. o, .

and down to Duck Rock in the
afternoon . Little change from Monday night's estimate . and
60,000 ibis came in . The SE flight has dropped off a lit t le .
Tied up here at Duck Rock for the night . No boats in the area
during the flight .
( Uie aclditiorutl ;heet to avoid crowding)
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... 27....S.catt.er.e d...show.er.s during the day . Cruised up the Chatham River and in Cheval i er Fay . At Duck Rock most of the afternoon. Heavy rains during the flight but i t •
se emed about 55,000 ibis settled i n for t he night .

Date .. Augus.t

Date ..ugust....28....In ....tow.n. ..and ...on. ...t he

ways early in Lhe morning . Had bottom painted and propellar changed . Started towards Duck Rock in the late afternoon and ran into a heck of a
squall ·on getting out to the Gulf . Made it to Pelican Key before it got too bad and tied
up in t he lee of the island, spending t he night with Roy Ozin.er, here on ~elican Key .

Date.August ....29 ....In....town. ....for....a. ...while ,

then down the coast at the roost . 'l he SE flyway has Ji
dropped off in amount of roosting birds and the orth flyway has slacked up too. bout
40 , 000 ibis came in and some 200 an 0 1 War Birds set tled in just before dark . Two fishermen broke down in a launch just South of Duck Rock, so I towed t hem to Turkey Key about
dark.

Date. ug.ust... .JO...J:nv:ited ....some ....fr..i ends

t o spend t he day with me here on t he coast, fi shing,
swimming and to observe the flight of birds into Duck Rock. They wer e Mr. & Mrs . William
Nelson and Miss Lois Tredi nnick, all of Miami . About 35,000 i bi s came in. Returned to
Everglades at 9: 30 in the evening and st ayed in for the ni ght.

Date ....A.ugust.... .al.~ 1cS.quall.s. ...and

rain all day in town, weather caused by small tropical
storm ~oving up the East coast of Florida . Slacked off enough l ate i n the a f ternoon so
went down the coast • There was a heavy sea running but with the high tide
kept behind
the islands on the way down t o t he roost. Tied up in the lee of Duck Rock f or the night .
A lit tle less then 35,000 ibis got in all right . No boat s in the area t his evening .

Date.....e.pt.ember.....l.....S.b.ow.er.s ...i,n ...the .. morning

but clearmng in the afternoon . Birds left the roost
all right this morning . Got a fairly good estimate of the ibis coming in this evening ,
with approx. 28,000 roosting. The SE flyway has dropped off completely except f or a few
good-sized floc ks . The N flyway has slowed down somewhat too . I imagine t he birds are
roosting inland or further south in the Everglades National Park. Heavy r ains the past
three days over the mainland have f looded the marshes. There are few mosquitoes out here

on the

coast a pd jpla pd .

·Date.....f.:.D. ...Mj,.m.....f..Qr..... 9.~nt~l ... 9..P.P.!!?Jnt.ment

in the
Duck Rock early in the evening . Got down
t he birds were all settled for the night .
change in the flight and less t hen 30 , 000

morning and back to
Each warden sign or initial here:
just before dark an
There seemed t.o be
no ..
J2.:;,··:···· ····"··,,JJ
ibis came iin .
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Date.S.e pt.•.. .J~V:isited ... R.oy ..O.zmer... at Palican Key for a while this morning, then went on into
town for supplies . A hurricane, Carol, is a 1 brewing down in the islands east of Puerto
Rico. She's a mean one, with winds up to 150 mph. Hope she passes by Florida . Rain late

i~~~t:1::t+& ;;te:h;;;j·~;~ ~J;. a;;JO~roJJib~~:~oiJ.
Date Sept.•... 4...Hur.r.icane., ....C-'Fol., .... was east of Miami and south of Bermuda . No threat to this coast
if she keeps on present course . More rain to-day . Cruised up the Chatham River and looked
around. Visited the Anderson's who were anchored in Chevalier Bay. About 25,000 ibis this
evening . No boa.ts around during the flight. Two came by after dark, heading down the
coast.
Date.. Se.pt. ... -5-I.n ...t.ow.n.... £.or..... supp.J.ies, & mail. Back at the roost for the evening flight . Scattered
small flocks of birds coming in on the SE flyway and the North flyway is showing a decrea9'
too . Between 20 and 25 t housand ibis came in. Two eagles are still working this area and
possibly three, two adults and one immature . About 200 ManO' War Birds stayed for the
night along with approx. 3 , 000 Louisiana Herons , Little Blues, Snowy and Am. Egrets, Br .
Pelicans and Cormorants . At the roost for the night .
Date.. S.e.p.t ..."'6..,,,Bir.ds...le.f.t ....the.... r.o.o st all right this morning . Around the Duck Rock area · all day,
it being Labor Day week-end . Pretty slow, only three outboa8d motor-boats and two charterboa.ts in the area . One open launch, went by the roost during the Ilight , heading south.
Approx. 20,000 Wh . Ibis to-night . At the roost for the night .

Date .Sep.t.•....7.~ ... mise.r.able.... Lab.or.....Day--heavy showers all day along with several squalls out of
the SW . At Duck Rock all day . One charter-boat in the JCKX area most of the day . James
Lee and another fisherman from Turkey Key stopped by Duck Rock on their way from town ,
just before the flight. About 20,000 ibis roosted .~ At the roost for the night .

Date...e.p t.......8:!\"Dr.o.v:e.... t .o....Miami...f.o r....some shopping and looked around for an apartment for th!ls
coming season. Stayed in M:iJ1i Miami for the night.

Date.. Se.p.t...9,,,.Heavy......sh.Ol«.er.s.... ao.d...r.ain on my way out from .h:verglade
so I anchored at the mouth of Sand-fly Pass for the night .

~U1e

additiol'Ull

slt~et

to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
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Date ..S.e.pt .•.~10.~rn ...t .own ...during ... the

morning . The hurr icane, Dolly, has shifted its course and
veered to the North. No threat to this coast now . At Duck Rock in the afternoon. Some
rain during the flight . Approx . 20,000 ibis roos;ed and about 250 Man 0 1 War Birds came
in also. Two Bald Eagles, sometimes three, are usually on Duck Rock in the afternoons .

DatS.e pt •... 11..Around .. D.u ck ..R.ock ...most

of the day except for a short patrol up the Huston River
early in the afternoon . More r in this afternoon . Little change in the roosting flight
and about 18,000 Wh. Ibis came in .

14.te,~ "-bu.rc(1 :1. I bf, <>f rbpe.
+-l.\t.r pev-1~4 j !~ ~o ~ · ~ f &-o.I.
Date ... Sept.•12-I.n-- town····for···awhile·,

then back down the coast. Heavy rains during the flight
causing a fej thousand ibis to roost along the mainland until the rain and wind slacked oit
Looked like less then 15,000 ibis roosted. Mr.&Mrs. Paul Byers and daughter(age six)
spent the day with me at Duck Rock and Pavillion Key . I tied up the Egret all surnmmr in
front of their house in Everglades( in the Barron River) and they sort of kept an eye on it
when I wasn't around town.

Date....S.ept.•...1..J,,.A ....qui.e:t.... Sunday.........Heavy

rains in the late afternoon. About 15 ,000 Wh . Ibis this
evening, 200 Man 0 1 War Birds, and approx. 2,000 Louisiana and Litt le Blue Herons, Snowy
and American Egrets, Brown Pelicans and DC Cormorants . No boats around during the flight.
At the roost for the night .

Da te....S.e pt.•.... 14~In ...M.ia.mi..................................

Date...$..e pt.•....l5~B.a.ck ... in,.Ev:e.r.glades .

Another hurricane, Edna, has been sighted NE of Puerto
Rico and is moving in a NW direction. Little change in the roosting flight to-night,
and there's still bout .5,000 ibis roosting. Thirty or so spoonbills flew in before dark.

.:P tlf.···H;tr.r.ica~t!., ....EdJ;J.a.,;,..:v.eer.ed._. .. ~wa..Y :~t;,o~

Florida coast . In town f
11Each warden sign or initial here:
, · sup~lie s , ·I didn 1 t}f~t yest~rda'Y , · then went back sown the co t . Got a fairly good
. ~'bunt o:r the ibis. \cp-night iiind approx. 18 ,ooo of them came i
along with about 40 Spoonbills and 250 Man 0 1 War Birds .Alber
..
Anderson cruised by after dark, heading f or Turkey Key . At
the roost all( Use additional sheet to avoid crowding) night.
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Date ... $..~rnt.... ... l..7~q\!al..ly .. w.~.atb.er.. JY.i

th SW winds . Sma.11 craft warnings up along this coast . ltt
Cleared up in the afternoon . Painted floor of cabin while at f avillion Key . Roosting
ibis B:i: increased
little this evening with at l east 20 , 000 coming in . Two flocks of
Blue-winged Teal passed Duck Rock to- day, headi ng sout h . At the roost for the night .

Date. 9. ~.P.t .. ... 18.~ne.. .floc.k .. o.f ...Elue.::'."winged

Teal flew by, heading south , this morning at the mouth
of the Huston Ri~er. Cruised inland and went up to Ghevalier Bay . No rain to- day . About
20 , 000 iY hite I bis came in t his evening with mos t of the birds coming in from the North .
Two adult Bald Eagles were on uck Rock during the first hour or so of the roosting
flight but left before it got dark .

Dat e ..S..e.pt...19~....My....JOth .... b.ir.thd.ay ......

Taken aboard
this period

Went to Miami and plan to stay overnight .

23 8/10 gals . gas
3 qts. oil

1 radio bat t ery
1 mop

Date.. $.~.P,t ...... 20~.B.ack....in... E:v.er.gla.de.s

but too late to go down the coast . Heavy rains here in So.
Florida and around Lake Okechobee the last week or so have brought the waters of the
'glades to a dangerous level . Canals cannot drain the water off quick enough .
..~ :

Date...S..e.p)...... 21:::'. ... D.o.wn ....the .... c.oa.st.... to

Duck Rock . No change in the roosting flight and about 20 , 000
nh . Ibis , 200 Man 0 1 War Birds and 1 500 Louisiana & Little Blue Herons, Snowy & Am. Egrets,
Br . Pelicans and DC Cormorants stayed for the night . At the roost for the night .

Date..S.~.P.t..« .....~2.'::':./\.....§.l.9.PP.Y.....d.aY....:W.ith....sou~berly winds and heavy cblllu:: showers . Stayed at Duck Rock
all day s ort of weathered in,,/ ;..·c ouldn 1 t get a decent count of .t he roosting flight be-

cause of the rain but it seemed less than 20,ooo came in .

Date.S.e pt......23.......Small...c.r.a.f.t. ...w&r.tli.ngs

are up , with Ne to Easterly
winds up to 30 mph . t Duck Rock all day . About 15 , 000
1hite Ibis this evening .
( U1e additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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WEEKLY WARDEN REPORT
Florida

Duck Rock
October 1-13

October 1-More rain to-day. At Duck Rock all day. Less then
10,000 ibis came in to roost. Most of these came in
on the Nroth flyway and are probably local feeders.
At the roost for the night.
October Z-In Miami, taking in some equipment that I won't need
the rest of the season here.
October 3- Got a fairly good count of the ibis flying in and
about llr,1000 of them came in. The numbers of roosting
egrets and herons have also slacked off to maybe less
than a thousand.
October 4- A beautiful day with short scattered rain showers.11
Abo~t 10,000 Wh. Ibis came in to roost.
If weather
pernii ts, I plan to take the boat "Egret" arout).d Cape
Sable to Tavernier and will probably arrive there on
the 9th (October) and will report for work in the
Miani office on the 12th.

I

October 5- In town for awhile then back down the coast. Everything is quiet down this way and about 10,000 ibis
used the roost to-night. At Duck Rock for the night.
October 6-At bhe roost. The birds left all right this morning.
Cruised up the Huston River and went up to Chevalier
Bay to visit Mr. Darwin. Back at the roost where
10 ,000 and maybe a little less, White Ibis came 1n to
Raux roost •
October 7- In Everglades and made plans to go on the ways tomorrow. Cleaned up the boat alittle and packed my
personal stuff and took it to Miami.
October 8- On the ways in the afternoon.
October 9- Cloudy and rainy to-day so little work was done on
the boat. Hurricane reported heading for this coast
and due to hit sometime to-morrow. Under these conditions t h e "Egeet" will not be ready before Monday.
October 10- Storm hit the coast about in the vicinity of Ft.
Myers, about noon. Winds didn't get too much above
65 mph and there was little rain. The city ~f Everglades was flooded ±~x due to the high tides and SW
winds backing water up inland.
October 11- Ways closed but they will work on the "Egret" so I
c~n have it for to-morrow.
Octoberl2- "E gret" back in the water in the afternoon and down
to Duck Rock for the last evening flight of ibis.
About 10,000 White Ibis came in to roost. At ~:30 PM
I left Duck Rock, heading down the coast. Spent the

(October 12-Continued)
night at Middle Cape(Cape Sable) This gave me a three
hour start. x~~txa«
October 13-Left Middle Cape about 7:00 AM and arrived at Taverneir about noon. Finish for the season and hope the
next season DI.will be as peaceful as this one.
Taken aboard this period

Oct 1- Oct 13

64 9/10 gals . of gas
7 qts of oil

One flashlight
1 set of points(distributor)
1 pocket stone( sharpener)
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Date...S.e.p.t ......

2.~ln ...Miami.. ... D.onat.e d .. a

pint of blood at the Jackson Memorial Hospital Blood Bank
for Sid 1llDck Heckler who is a patient at Jackson . Sid works i.tX with ivayne Short .
"Florence" our sixth hurricane is working up south of Cuba and at midnight moved through
the Yucatan Straits in the Gulf of Mexico. Present forward movement will take it well
away fr cm t he S coast of Florida.

rn . Ev..e r.glade.s..

Date .. Se.p.t ..... .tt.,,.25 .......

Small craft warnings up along the coast but there was a high
tide so I cruised down to Duck Rock behind the islands to keep out of the rough water .
Southerly winds are up to 20-25 mph . Less then 15, 000 White Ibis came in and 250 an 0 1
war Birds also roosted . Florence (hurricaneO approaching coast in vicinity of Pensacola
with winds up to 120 mph .

Date .. S.e p.t ...... 26.~In ... t.own.... early. ... in ... the

morning . Picked u Dr . William Straight, from Jliami , who will.
spend :tka: to-day & to-morrow with me down the coast . Spent most of the Hay at Duck Rock lt
nd visited Pavillion Key . Went on the island(Duck Rock) and looked around . The only
nestlings on the island are three young Anhingas . About 15, 000 Wh . Ibis came in to roost .
:"1''

Date.S.. ~.Pt........ z.7~R.oost.ing ... bir.ds ....le.ft

the island about 6:00 AM . Cruised up the Chatham River and
visited Mr . Darwin at Chevalier Bay . A sloppy day with scattered heavy showers . At Duck
Rock for the first part of the flight . Strong South winds came up so with small craft
warnings up I decided to head on into town while there was a good tide and could stay in
the lee ·Of the islands on the way into town . Late in the afternoon I identified a ~
Sooty Shearwater which was floating on the water in the lee of Duck Rock . These strong
southerly winds probably drove it this close to shore .
Date..S.e.pt.......28.""In ... f or. ... an ...a ppointment with the mechanic at Riggs ' • A few days ago I noticed bad
sounding valves and when we tore the motor~ down, found four bad valves(burned out) .
This was no doubt d e to overbeatin& of the motor nol lo
ago , just before 1 inst~lled
the new wa er pump . We finished the valve job late in the afternoon so didnit go down
t
oa.st·.
Date.S..e.pt...... 29.:::-Litile....cha.nge ....in... Duck

Rock flight .

'(I
Taken aboard
this period

gals . gas
1 head gasket
4 exhaus t vllves

ii(

J.

q'tt, cli I

Date.S.e:pt........30:::-....Hea.n....sh.Qwe.r..s ... in... the

afternoon . In Everglades
during the morning . Still about 15, 000 Wh . Ibis and four
spoonbills came in before dark . No boats in the vicinity of
Duck Rock during the flight . At the roost for the night .
(Use additional 1heet to avoid crowding)
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Date .....~1. ....?.~.~.~. . ~.~~. . I.>.1:1.C:.~....~<>..«:.lc. .J.I.l

1.50 spoonbills got in before
mile wimi troa tae SE.

tae aftenaoon.

At. least 10 ,000 Vik. Ibis roosted anlii about.

urk. At. the roost tor nigllt. Rainetl all night wit.h a 20

Date.........Wa.1.... Zl.~~1.~~ht ..l..'-f~....~.U. ....U..&ht

in tae aorning. , Clouq aost of tbe tlay so tlitln 1 t do an;r
painting. Got a fairly goo« count tftia evening with approx. 13,.500& 'Wh. Ibie.--aost of
the• caae in froa the NE. .A.high tiie at sunset brout;ht in 280 -countei the• bircl tor
bird but might have aiesei a few. Thia is the largest roosting flight I•ve seen .X here at
Duck Rock-~ previous high count was 256, I believe.

Date.........~:r.... ~:'.'.'. ... At.... P.Y.q,k....R.~K.... ~l..l. ... iay.

and at least 200 spoonbills tlew in.

A gooi evening flight with about 15,000 White Ibis

Date~ .....W.U . ..29~In ...t..he....Duc.k ... Ro.ck ... ar.ea

all ciq. Di4i. a little painting before scae rain fell in
the afternoon. No change in the roosting flig ht with at least 15,000 ibis caae in. One
Glossy Ibis was aixei in with the others. Approx. 125 Man o• War Birds oaae in before aark.
Four thousana or ao Louisiana ana Little Blue Herons, Aa. and Snowy Egrets, Coraorants,
an« Brown Pelicans also roostea.
Date..........Ma7..... .30~ln ....t.01'Il~~t.he ....t w:o

boats(Egret ani Ibis) are coming over froa Tavernier te-41.e.y
I want to be in town when they get here. the boats arrived about 5:00 P.M. I stayea in
ETerglaaes for the night.

Da~e...... J~~ ....:U. ~In.. J~.Q!:n.~t
, ~ . · n ancli I bai Roy Braman put in some shias to
balance up the •otor.
e
' . ~- ~~ing so I turned that up a little and
she's okay.
Gassed up tfie two tour boats, tieci them up and came on down the coast to Duck
Rock. The roosting fl i ght was about the saae with at least 15,000 Wh. Ibis roosting. Went
up the coast a lit\ le wa~s about midnight and anchore off of Rabbit Key.

:t-\JJ~

~'(~
June 1-Rain and wind aost of the fiay.

At Duck Rock all day where there was little

chan~e

in flight, about 15,000 ibis. Cruise4 up the Huston River in the aornin~
lookin~ aroun4. Three Glossy Ibis ca..e · in t~J)igb~, al,.p~ ;ritib the Wh,., 1 ;tpJ..~ ••_
..
,,,,.,,,._._..

.....

••

••

\'

""·

'I:.,..

t>"'11

....

•

~
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Date ..... "-.u ne.... Y.t...P.uck .. Rock ...all ...aorning. Then cruised into town on the Awiubon. Worketi on the
Egret, tuning it u_ again, an• took her on a ~trial run, ~oing cown to Duck Rock to check
on the evening flight. At least 25,000 Wh. Ibis roosted with most of the ibis colling in on
the N-NE fl.pay. Went back to town after tiark with the Egret.

Date .. A.~~... 4.~~J.l . ~.~n,. . &a~.~~• ... MP..J•he two tour boats an• cut some large mangrove stakes to put
in at Duck Rock for a tie up place for the Auciubon. Starte• •own to Duck Rock but &ian't get
there because of swveral heagy squalls with rough seas in the Gulf, so cruise• over to Pelican Key andhole• up there for the evening an• visite• Roy Ouer.

D ate .....J.:une .... 5~t... Duck ... by....no.on •.... Set
~ ,¥.: 1;.ie-up place
tour arrivee about
w
""'"t
~~"
5:30 with both the Egret an• Ibis. The tour group were t eated to and exc~~i~g (.light
th
about 30 ,qpo Wti. ,;Ipis,, tw ~l<?ss:r ~~ ..... eev nµ.,. sp,oon~il:l• ~5 .9r- so
.. O~, Yf11:r Bf.rds , 2
Bhck-nec~et. ~t4lts a .the ,-qaua.J.. -~&r~~.s . a~tij)~r~r:i~r I was beautiful weather.Anchored at Duci Rock with the Audubon for the night.
1

....

Dnte ....~~~ ....~'.'.'.'.1-?~:r,~~.....~~.f:t:-.... ~.h.~.....~.9.~.~.~ all right just before sunrise. Cruise• into town. Want to
check .anifold and exhausf. connections on the boat Ibis. The7 1 re rustea ou~. On checking
fbun it nee , s a new ·ass&mblf oefore " it ~can be u~~~, *tain. Cf'uise• down to Duck Rock with
the Egret
sit ng Cff Ozaer at PelicattKef ttear San•tly Pass. His faai.ly' was down on a visi
so I invited the• along down to Duck Rock , for I can erop thea off at Pelican Key on rq wq
cci1uuierltnk!Cbckx back to town. Got & on the 8:45 bus to Miami to shpp for parts. Between
30 an4 40 thousand ibis flew in before ciark
Date .... ~JID~....7.~... Jn...:¥.iui,,.... pur.cha.s.ing parts for the EDIJl tour boat Ibis.

D ate... ~.une.... e.~.aat ..R.QT ...:6r.aun....f'r.oa.. the ways
u~s the Ibis ..1A ,J,Q~ . . ~condit~on. Down the

put on aw ~ust-Jlal}if o~a co~~ct1pns and. that
coe.st to Duck Rock for the evening flight. Use•
the Egret to go down for lit was too late in the afternoon to shop anti go down with Audubon
At least 40,000 White Ibis carae in along with about 50 spoon~ills.

D ate....~.~~ ....9::.....:J.:.n....~.Y....r..&l.~.g~JL ..in...:tt.be early Jlorning, then came down
to Duck Rock about noon with th e Audubon. Tour day but QJlly one
boat
o~ ~91m lfi~ 9~~.~t "t,lle . ~ •. It was another good
flight with about 40,000 Wh." fbis. The party counte 109 spoonbills. The group were quite pleased.--- At the roost for t
( U1e additional sheet to avoid crowding)
night•
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Date.J .une.... l~.6.iri.s. ....le..t'.t ....the.... rooe.t all right iri the aorning. About 200 spoonbills left Duck
Rock, short:cy after the ibis. The evening flight was about the saae anti no change in aaount
or ibis was aotell. .&A.ore young birds are showing up.

Date..... ~.~~.... !.:t.'.'.'.'.~~ . . Y.~~. J~ . . ~~~ . . ~.<:>J:'.11lng anildown the coast in the afternoon. Llitie change in
the flight with about 40,000 White Ibis cOJli.ng in. Louisiana Herons, Snowy Egrets ancl All.
Egrets seem to be •oing all right with thar nesting.

Date ......June ... 12~....'f.our ....da.y.,. ....gas.se.d. ..up boats anci C&Jl8 on down the coast with theAuclubon. Another
great flight with about 40,000 W • "Ibis. Sevent;r-f~ve pe:-cent, 9! . the biru. are. ,,c.oaiµg j,.n froa
the N NE. The tour boats are in good condi Ion and except 1xz for SJIB.11 groups of people
ciidng down the tours are coming along all right.

!·

Date ..... ~.~~.....1.-:~.'.'.".~.~ . . ~.<>.~. . ~....~~~.... ~~.~ning an4 back down the coast about noon. Invited a friend of
mine, Lois Tredinnick to visit Duck Rock, for the evening flight. Still no change in the
roosting flight froa what .L coul4 see. One Wh. Pelican was in the area to-Cay but left Duck k
Rock before the evening flight. About 40,000 ih. Ibis roosted, three Glossy Ibis and at least
6,000 Louisiana Herons, Little ~lues, Aa. and Snowy Egrets, Coraorants, and Brown Pelicans.
Two charter boats, k with Dinks Bogess and Waddy Thoapson at the helms were fishing in the
area but left before 5:00 P.M.

bl?aft. to . ·Ever·~i· .

e too l ate in

~he

afternoon and d.icin't go

coast.

a~Jfptti~:h!t~~?.iip~·tta±;·~?.N~:~ ::!z~!t:~~ !;~ !~~g:;~ !~l~~:su~!e:~~u~r~~ ~;;;r:~•,:~lWhile they birde4 in the area, I went into Mi.aai ana pickea up the win&-shiel& and put it back
on the Egret. The three boys case on down to Duck Rock with ae for the evening flight but ther
was al..aost a steaq rain during the flight. We all spent the night at Roy Omer' s Pelj,can
Key.
Date...~'.\ID~.....l.6.:::-....'.f..QY:r.....~....... q.~~.!;l.~.~L.~P the to11r boats and c&Jl8 on
down the coast with the Audubai. Brought the three boys down f
they got rained out last night. Onl:f one boat caae. d.°"n. It
was a beautiful flight with good tial.ber. About 40~000 Wh. Ibis
roosted • Stayed at the roost(Duck Rock) for the night.

(Use additional 1heet to avoid crowding)
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Date .... J.une.... 17.~Birda ... le.ft....the....r.oost

just before sunrise and we counted 2
leaving
the roost after sunrise. Last evening(forgot to include this in the ast repo for the
16th) the state patrol boat (fish wardens) cruised by on it's way down the lDDlt coast anQ
during the flight last night a Sllall amphibious plane flew up and down the caost and I
assuae there was a warden in the plane. This aorniBS the sa.Jl8 plane was working the area
about sun-rise. Bothe plane and boat are probably working on the stop netting violations •
. -Mx friemis, Kunkel, Hetzel and Wright are still with me and we drove to Tavemier for a da{
9'1 J.>.~;r.g_~P..!; ...~ri• J.....fl.~~.Y..43.~.....9.Y.~r.r.4.ght at Tavemier on Key Largo
Junel8-Back in Everglades and down the m coast to Duck Rock in the afternoon. Found
out to-day that the the plane the other day which was patrolling the coast was owne.t by Al
Garish of Everglades and was hired by one of t he wardens with the Salt Water Conservation
OOlllllission and worked along with the patrol boat. The plane was not around to-night but
.tx:B I believe the boat is at Turkey Key. About 40,000 roostedon Duck Rock this evening.

..

Date.......... iJ.\Ul~.... l9~:t.i.ll. ....li.t:t.l..~ .... c.0.~P.ge

in the flight, with 40,000 h. Ibis coming in. The SE flyway still hasnlt reaches it's seasonal peak. Several spoonbills were flying around but none
came in the r oost before dark bacause of a low tide, feeding time, One aullet fisherman
cruised by about 6: 30 on his way down the coast.

~..P.e~~cans were ~n Duck Rock late in the afternoon and le.ft before
it got dark. 'The NE .flyway picked up a little so there 1 s ab c·u t 45-.000 Wh. Ibis roosting and
the amount of young birds is increasing all the time •. No boats were in the area this evening.

Date..........J.une.... 20S.e:v:en.. Wb

Date... ~.~49.....~~~ ....~2~ . -~.~~!'. ... .<?f. ...~~~

d8i. tilDt oia some painting on the tour boat !bis before It
rained in the afternoon. Caae on downthe coast with the Egret in the afternoon and checkea on
the flight. The birds are still on the increase and at least 50,000 Wh. Ibis caae in •• The
North .flyway :i:Slt is at it's but the South .flyway is s:till a litt le slow. I imagine soae of
the North flyway birds will work their-way cfown and come in on the SE flyway.

Date...... J.une.... 22.~ ...W.ent.... t.o. ...Miami. ...f.or.

some shopping, get tin~ back to Everglades about midnight.

June 23- Cruised down the coast in the Audubon. Tour day ••• and ~ one boat came f'.iown.
As usual there were plenty of birds and we haa good weather for the lDl evening flight. Thie
past week was a rainy one on the 11a.inlana and it cleared up yesterday, except for a few local
showers. About 55, 000 Wh. Ibis andon Glossy Ibis caae in and the party found spoonbills in
d Re
wa it
to
ce
ed t e
Date...... .f.l.11b.~.11 ....... .A~....P.Y:Qk... fi.Q£~ ....!........... t e night. There are a few
.mullet fisher man in the area this evening for I can hear motor
over towards Huston River and at Pavillion Key.
(U1e additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of pers~ns met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
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Date ...J.:µn.~ ... ~~.r.~--~4 .. ~J~.t.9. ...~E9.r_g:J,.ades

with the Audubon and carae on back down the coast with
the Egret. Still about 55,000 Wh. Ibis coming in to roost and several thousana Snowy and
Am. Egrets, Louisiana and Little Blue Herons, Cormorants and Brown Pelicans. At the Rock
all night with the Egret.

Pelican Key, then went into Everglades ancistarteci down x
the coast late in the afternoon. Had water-pump trouble just out of town )I in Chokoloskee
Bay and !ot back to town too late to go down the coast with another boat so stayed in town
tor the night.

Date...... ~.'ll.n~... ?~Y..i.:~.~~-~-~...li().1.. ... 9.~.~--· at

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date ......June... .26.~TOQk ....t.he ...11:at..~r~P'W1P off the Egret and took it up to Riggs' to have the
mechanic look it over. '!'he shaft was worn an& beat up. It shouldn't have 8one bad like
that so I'• planning to have it s&n"t. ba.clt.,,.to the factory for a check-up. Down the coast in
the Ibis with a party of one for the tours. Charlie attended a meeting this evening up the
coast so I took the tour down. No change in the flight taat we could see with about
55,000 Wh. Ibis coming in tho the roost. In town for the night.
Date ... ~µn~....Zl::'.".7.;.P.....~.Q~....~Q.~.~....9..f. ....~n.~

day and on down the coast in the afternoon. Charter boats
were working thecoast down around Duck Rock but all of thea left for town before 5:00.
Duck Rock is in fine shape with at least 50,000 Wh. Ibis roosting. There's been very little
tlyway shooting that I know or, only ·t•o instances to be correct and that information
came through the grapevine. It's surp~isil'.lg_. -,hat little Huston River shooting there has
been. Went back into town this even i ng so I could drive into Miami and purchase a new
water pump tomorrOWJD
~~~r~~~e·=-$.~~~tX·i~i~i~~·ai.6.All'-pump and did some s hopping for .myself. Got back to

. ..

Date...... ~~~.....?.9..~:!.~.~!'..~.~~. . ~~.!3..~P~·

Had Jess Wiggins, mechanic at Riggs check It over so
everyt hing is all right. Started down the coast late in the afternoon and met a charter
boat out where and.n.y Pass meets the Gulf. Ernest Goff was broke down with a broken
piston among other things so I towed him in. It was slow going back to town. Didn't go
down to Duck Rock but went out to Pelican Key to visit Herb and Helen Alley who are spending a few days along this coast with two feiends, Don and Frances Shimp.

Date... ~~~.....~9.::+..~~?.. . ~.?.!P.: ... ~~.4.....g.~~

..

~he 'boats reaey for tfie to\ir tfil
the coast using the Egret. There was a small party, a couple
and two children. The flight is in good shppe with a little le
than 60,000 White Ibis.
(U1e aclditlonal 1heet to avoid crowding)
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Date ......J.:~~Y. ...J..::: ..... ~.~P.:~ ... !'.~~.~....~.~~....~:J:.:1.-:eys

and Shimps to Cape Ro.Dia.no in their boat, so,,. wasn't at
Duck Rock this evening. We anchored up there for the night.
...

Date ....J.µJ..Y ....~~ .. C..~.aj..!?.~.4....iP.t...9. ...0.~bas

and lbll Goodland Point with the Alleys and then came on laa:
back to Roy Ozmers. I lit picked up my boat and we came on down to Duck Rock for the evening flight. About 60,000 Wh. I.Vis came in. A wqnderful flight. We stayed at Duck Rock
all night andwere on hand to see the morning flight.

Date .....J.v.1Y....J.~....Th~. ..r.1;ip;r.nin.~ ... flig.lr~

was spectacular as usual andlong with the ibis there were at
1
s oonbills which left shortly after sunrise. The Alleys headed back towards
avernier t ·s morn ng and I went into Everglades to get things ready for the tour. Came
on down the coast with the Audubon. The No ,
~~e
P. this evep.in_g_ during the
tour and the White Ibis really poured n. It was a xcj••••• tremendous 'fitght with over
70,000 White Ibis roosting for the night.

Date..... J.u ly....4~Anothe.r.... go.od ...ti. ...night

this evening and between 70 and. $:> thousand Wh. Ibis
came in with about 40,000 from the North flyway and40,000 from the East andSe flyways.
This should be the peak of the roosting flight for the summer. Many more young birds are
comidg in to roost.

. . !.~iends during the morning and back down the coast ear!Y In the
afternoon. Charter boats were fishing the area to-day and three mullet fisherman cruised
by early in the evening. There wa
!J.r:!!..ay shooting this 4th of Ju;ty week-end and it's
been very quiet around Duck ock. At the ~oost for ~'h~ n glit wfiere over 70,000 White
Ibis are slepping peacefully.

Date...... ~.~l. ....?.'.'.'.'.~1.?: ...~~~ ... :·d.~~.1:'..~.~

Date..........~~ ....§:'.':'.P..Q!m.....~h~.....~.9.~~.!-- .. ~.;!:h

the Aud,_ubo_p. Washed down parts of tt Audubon woodwork In
preparation for
intin in a tew days. Another good flight te-aight with at least 70,000
White Ibis roosting. Both SE and NNE flyways are doing well. At the roost for the night.

?..:... ~.9.~ ..A~.r.. . ~.g.b. . .~~~.. §oat coming down. A wonderflil
flight as usual and the group were treated to sane spoonbi
which came in just before dark---This morning there were at
least 150 spoonbills leaving the roost after sunset. At
least 70,000 h. Ibis flew in this eveni~. It the roost fo
~he night.

Date...~~....

( U•e additional sheet to avoM crowding)
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•

..

Date .....J.:Yl.Y.....a.~ 'r.h~ ....P.ir..g.~ .. l.~Jt ... t.h~ .

roost in fine shape this mornig and among them were at least
150 s oo
• Cruised into town with the Audubon and came on down the coast Iat e i n
e afternoon with the Egret, then .31Q went back into town after the flight and spent the
night in Everglades. At least 75,000 White Ibis this evening.

Date........J.u ly.....9.~ame.....on ... do:wnt.he ....c.o ast

in the af ternoon, headi ng for Duck Rock and saw a boat in
shore along one of the islands bel ow Rabbit Key. There was a signal fire so went over to
investigate and found two commercial fisherman brote down with their launch. They had been
there all day so I towed them into town, getting there about dark. Stayed in town for the
night .
Lamar Thompson and a !$11.o;w bY. the r,i,ani.e of House were in t he boat I towed in.

Date ... ~~Y..... :1:9.::".''.J:'..<>.~... ~.Y..~........1'.~.<?... .l:?~:ts

came on down and it was one of c.he best flights of the
year. We estimated at least 8
,Wll, 't
bi s and the people were really impressed ••
The two boats left abou sunset, heading for town. I tied up to the stakes for the night.

Date..... J.u ly..... ll~t ...the....r.o.o.s.t ....f.or. ....tbe

morning flight and the birds got off all right. The nesting birds, Louisiana Herons, Snowy and Am. Egrets, Cormorants and Brown Pelicans are enj oying a successful nesting season. There seems to be more nesting birds this year on
Duck , oc but
ve no !;Stima~ es .~f ~ ~ amount.
nother gooo fIIghf: this~evening with
at east 80,000 White !vis and the usual herons, egrets, etc. About 300 Man 0' War Birds
roosted JEbax also.

Date.........~.aj,y....~.?.'.".".'.... J..n . .MJ~.~ . ........... .............

Date.....J.W,,.Y.....l.3.~~~gk . ..~n ... ~.~;r.gJ.:~.g~.~. late in the afternoon. The Audubon~ s
le~ on a switch. Had to have the battery charged up overnight so

'batten was deaa, I
I didn't go down the

coast to Duck Rock.

Date..... ~.~ ... ~::::A~ ....P.~~~ ....~.2~~.~....~~.?.~.

ff;:i_if

day and there was '.tit tfe . change in the
70 and 80 thousand Wh. Ibis roosting. Harold eiler stayed
overnight with me here on the Audubon at Duck Rock. He came
down with the tour and had a tape recording machine along so
we got some night sounds here at Duck Rock.
(Vie additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Date......J.u ly.... l5~rui.s.e.d. ... int.o. . Ev.:e.r .glades

ih the morning. Stayed in Everglades for the night
for I showed Bayard Reads movie "Birds of the Mangrove" and gave a talk to the Lion's
Club.

•
Dnte ......~.~....:t:§4J.<'.'.':":... ~§. . . ~.~~~.....~? . .DUck

Rock in the afternoon with the Audubon. The flight
is about the same with between 70 and 80 t~ousand White Ibis roosting. Anchored at Duck
Rock for the night.

Date . . .J.:~ . . :1.:7..~Th~. . P.~~~~. . :l.:"..~:tJ. . :tJh~

roost all night this morning before sunrise. At least
150 spoonbills left the roost also a littl.e after sun~ise. Did a little painting on the
a in of the Audubon before the tour showed up. Two boats ca.iae down. Shine Thompson, x
a charter boatman aleo was at Duck Rock with a party in his boat 11 Babe 11 • Three sport
fisherman also visited me after the tour boats and Thompson headed for town. At the
Rock for the night. About 70,000 White Ibis roosted for the night.

Date .......J.:~:r. . .+.~.'.".'.A~... .P."1.9.~.. J~c:>~~ . . ~.;l,l.,9ay.

Got in a little more painting on the Audubon. There's
still about 70,000 White Ibis conun~ in to roost and as usual it's a spectacular sight.
Had no visitors to-day, though there were two charter boats fishing the Pavillion Key
area. At the Rock for the night.

Date.......J.µlY. ...l.9.~ln. ... t .QmJ., .... r.iY.~~&4..4~s.

Had planned to go into Miami but found out that two
charter boats with parties to watch the evening flight were scheduled to be at Duck ock
11 Sfitne' Thompson with the 11 Babe" .and Jlm Thompson with the "Sea Pal" were the captains.
There were about fifteen people between the two boa.ts, some were local people who had
been down before, this seasona: and there was a group from Fort Myers Beach. A little
under 70,000 White Ibis came in with the SE llyway dropping off somewhat.
Date...... ~.µJ.,y.... g,Q::::lP.... ~Y.~.r.g~Q.~§...1.n...~he morning, then down the coast with the Egret late in the
in ·the afternoon. The boat "Billie" was tied up at Duck Rock. Parsley the captain had a
small fishing party, a couple from Miami and their three children. Under 70,000 White Ibis
roosted for the night.
The itxiUJ• "Billie" stayed at Duck Rock so they could. be on
hand for the morning flight and could see the roosting spoonbills when they left in the
morning . I cruiaea into town for the night.
Date.......Q.ul.Y:... 2l~D.~n ....th~.C.QS.at ....witb the Audubon. Tour day and the
two boa.ts came down • As usual there was a bea.utif'ul. flight an
no rain. The tour boa.ts ?eft Duck Rock about sunset. Andy
McLain and two other sport fisherman stopped by, later in the
evei ~ing for a visit. About 65,000 ibis roosted. Tied up at Due
Rock for the ni~~ additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent pa rolli g; amount of gaso.:'
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Date .. .~:i4.Y. ...?.?:'.".'.13..~r.<:l~ ..1.~:f.:t.. ..t.h~ ...r..9..9.13t

in good shape this morning . A nice day witn no ain so I
spent most of t ~e day painting parts 9f the Audubon. There was ~lt tle change in the evening flight and they all got in okay, about 65 , 000 Vhite I piEJ. ' here were no boats in the
area this evening. At the roost for the night .

. .?.?..:::-~.Y..E3.J::Y..1;.h~~g...~.:l::l.: . .~~g}1t this morning. Birds left okay . Painted most of the day, before the rains started late in the afternoon. Over 65 , 000 Wh . Ibis roosted this evening.
Cruised into town a f ter dark and stayed overnight in Everglades.

Dat.e ..~4i.

Date ...~.t.1+.Y.. . .?4'.".'.'.'!9.ll.:r. ..4.~Y.,......Pc:>:W.:P. ...:t:.h~

coast with the Egret. There was only one tour boat coming
down for the flight. When the flight was over, I cruised into town along with the I bis
and stayed in town. Charlie , Rowell, JDal Mueller and I had a small conference concerning
this coming winter tours . Put the boat Audubon on the ways this afternoon before going
down the coast. She'll be cleaned, caulked painted and sanded in spots.

Date ..... .11.U.l..Y ..2.5..~D.P.w.n ...t .h.e ....c..oas.t ....with

the Egret , in the afternoon. A good flight of birds with
about 65,000 Wh. Ibis roost ing .
On the way .abiDol into town the rear clutch bearing startEli
rattling and opened up the gear box to fin~ the rea~ bearing pretty well shot. got back
into town all right.

Dat.e .. ...~.14-Y.. ...?.~::¥..~.g.h~.P.~9......9.~.P..'..t ....W9Tk

on Egeet until the middly of t he week. Spent the day in
town to arrange the purchase of a trailer. Rains in the afternoon change my painting
plans on the Audubon . Stayed in town for the night.

Date..........~~ ....?7.::9.!".~.~-~4. ....49~n. ..t.h~.... coast

in t)le Ibis this afternoon . Birds in fine shape with
SE flyway picking up a little and about 70,000 ibis came in. Two Bald Eagle were around
the roost just before the afternoon flight.
Date-July 28-In Everglades . Took Egret up to Rigg 's and helped Mr. Wiggins take motor out
of boat (Egret) f or necessary repairs- --valve job, new piston rings and the replacement
of new bearing. Towed hull of Egret over to the ways for haul out in the afternoon.

T

.

Date...... ~....~!?:~.... ~}:~.~?..~!.! ....!.P.!s

only boat available for tour
was hired to take the extra people. There were 13 people on to
and I went on Rob's boat and acted as the guide . A good tour ,
it was. There was about 70,000 White Ibis and it was a nice
finish to a fair? tour season ••••••
~Use

additic:mal 1heet to avoid crowding)
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t~
_:d_ ' - ~
L· •; ;..
Date ... - ~y,J, ... ~9.~fini.$.h!?..Q . q~al .w ith house trailer in the afternoon and drove to Miami for

NOTE:

)} . J
I

gret'e overhaul ,

,.

-

.

I

.

I n Miami 'f r the ' night •
I

(

'

•

parts

•

Date ... .~µl.y _ J.O.~ ....~b.k ...i..n. E.:v:~;r.gl.~Q~s.

Helped Wiggins with motor .
Boats Audubon and Ibis to
leave Ever gl&des fbr Tavernier to-morrow morning, so stayed in town, shifting eguipment
from one boat to another , Will use Egret the rest of the season.

Date ........J.vl.Y.... 31'.:'.'....AJJ.0.:i.JP.....n ...a.n.q ....J.J?.i~.. left

for Tavernier about 10:00 AM heading around Cape Sable ,
I drove Charlies stationwagon down to Tavernier in the afternoon so they could all get back
t o Miami . At Tavernier for t he night . Egret still not ready f or patrol but should be ready
by Monday . No one works on Sundays down here.

Date .......A.'!Jg'IJ..$.t. ....l

'.".'.....In ... Ev..e..:rgla.d.e.~...... .

Date ......AJ.!.gµ.~t.... ~~Egr.~.t.... nn~JJ.Y....r.~~dy

but didn't go down the coast .
make the evening flight and got things ship-shape.

It wasn't ready in time to

Date....A.ugJJ.s.t. ... .3::::....F.in~ll:v.: ....g.Qt . ...0.n... mv

way down the coast and was at Dick Rock early in the afternom
There was a wonderful flight of i~ hite Ibis into the roost and about 75,000 make it. The SE
flyway seemed to have picked up a little . There was no indication that the roost was
bothered dur ·' n the several days I was away • • •• At Duck Rock for the night.
Date August 4-The birds lef t the roos t all right in the morni ng , Stayed at Duck ock,
cleaning and painting inside of cabin of ~gret . Got part of it done • ••• have to do it
iece meal with all
e ui ment in the wa. Shine ' Tpom son with a
rt of six tied u
Date ....!'..2....~~ ....?.:~~- ...~.~~-~.h~.~- ...~-~~ .....f.~.~g-~t . They were people from town .
The foight th i s evening was no doubt the most beautiful sight
warte'J1fn or i~e:
I 've seen here in the past four seasons. The birds hit a pea~
~-- -~~.............
about 6:30 with a dark backgroun of thunderheads to the east
with a bright sun shining on the biras, A trememdous sight •• •
ab out 75 , 000 ibi~ ~ .in rz h .
. , id
d' )
.
At the roost \lSe
itiona s llf3t to ato crow utg for the night .
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Date.... Augus:t .... 5....A.t ...:the ...Rock ...al l .. .da.y, stilJl 'J)4
n
• tli~h' came i n as s cheduledand t here are still 75,0op
were in the t he area to-day and a f l ock of Purple Ma ·.ns flew
heading SSW over the Gulf.

Dnte ..... A.1:1!1J...l'.~ .... ~.:-.:I:J:l.. .. :E.:Y.E:ltgJ..~.c:i~.~ -~ ..~--~.. !..Finished painting cabon of Egret in the afternoon aft er some
early af t ernoon showers. Had the boat more or less messed up---- painting the bunks and
sect ions that could be taken apart, so I didn't go .down to Dlick Rovk and stayed in town for
the night.

Date.... A~g:µ~t.....7'.:P.QW.n. ..."t.9.. ..PY.,9.k....R9.~*- in the afternoon.

75,000 White Ibis roosting.

Another good evening flight with
No boats in the area at all during the flight.

~

about

Date ..... A~g:µ-~.t ...~::::An.<:>t.. h~.:r.....qaj,_~t.....W~.~.kend. Few charter boats in the area to-day.

Visited Roy Ozmer at Pelican Key up near Sandfly Pass . Art Eifler was at Duck Rock for the evening flight.
with a party of fiends f rom town. Ab cut 70 , 000 Wh . Ibis to-night with at least 80 spoonbills
g ett~ng in before dark.

Date.....A:ugus.t.....9~ ... Dr.cv.e....t .o... .Miami...in the. afternoon.

Had some surplus equiprrent •••• life preservem
cushions,etc. that won't be needed here the rest of the season. Stored them in Charlie's
garage.
In Mia.mi for the night.

D ate.... A~.~.t ....lQ~l.n. .. ~Y.~:r.gl~gt.§....~.n!i

to-night .

down the coast in the afternoon . Less than 70,000 Wh. Ibis
The SE !'l::fway dropped of f a little. At the Duck Rock for the night.

Date.....A\WAli!~.... ll.~A.t.....~.gk....fi.Q.g.k.. J!f.Q.~ of the day except for a
cruise over to Pavillion Key in the afternoon. NE f'l::fway also
dropped off a little and tried to do a little counting of the
i ncornaing flights and think about 60,000 Wh. Ibis roosted .
~ Use

additional •heet to avoid crowding)

/
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(

NOTE :

~

•l '

l ~ •
1
f yr+ -

....... .............................................. .

-

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or ntken aboard ; number s and names of boats m et with ; name!\ of persons m et with in sanctuar y areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate .... AY..r;Y.s.t.... .12.~.!n ...E:v.e.rg;la.des... .and

)Jack down the coast . Few charter boats working the area
during the day. Pompano boats working the area during the BXK:bl evenings and at least a
dozen are working the coast between ~urkey Key and Indian Key light off shore. About
6o,ooo White Ibis this evening.

Date ... A.JJgµ~t. .. .l.J.~r.!.e.nt.....t..o....Miami..•..Sharlie

have to talk about before he goes.

leaves for the North soon and there are a few things we
Spent most of day in the of fice.

Date ..... A:i:l.~~-~ ....:t.4.=.~.C::~ ....~.~ - .. ~.E!.:r.".!;~~-~es and down the coast to Duck Rock. Little change in the fliglt
with les s than 60 ,000 'N hite Ibis roost ' ng . A boat the 11 Romany 11 from Everglades was anchor ed
a little SE of t he r oost for t he ' night . The people wer e fishing and also to see the evening
and morning f l ight . Anchored at Duck Rock for the night .

t

Date ..... Augus.t ... 1.5...Bir.ds ....le.ft ... .a.ll...right i n t he morni ng .
Thr ee or four boats , outboards, were in
the area, spor t-fishi ng to-day, and two chart er boats were around also . Thr ee pompano boats
were fishing in the evening south of Vuck Rock , quite a ways of f shor e . Still about 60 , 000
Whi te Ibi s r oosting . Pnrpl e Martins and Barn Swallows ar e migrat ing s outh along the coast .
On f lock of Purpl e Martins, 600 of them, were circling over Duck Rock about sunset.

Date.... .A:Y.:K~-:1§!-....J..:§.~Pr..9.Y.~ ....Y.-P....~.9. ...G.~.~p.arilla,

near Boca Grande , to visit with Mr . and Mrs. Gene
,
Squires . They invited me up quite a while ago. The Squires use to live at Turkey Key but
moved to Gasparilla this past winter .

Date.....AY.g~.~.~ ...J.7.:: . . A:t . G.~.~.P.§:r.~J.J.~.~ . ...

D66:~~~·&1t!·$.yb~i~~~~. . ~~t·o~~.~~s!~ ;~~n:f'~~~~;~~~w~=~eh:~~ut
f or the flight with his boat 11 Babe 11 and four fellows from town
who work for Collier Corp ••• •At the roost for the night.
(Use additional

~hf!et

to avoid crowding)

-...
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ........ Pl:l.~~---J.:t..<:>.C:.~. ....................................... ........ ..................... ............... STATE. .........f.:1.-.<:>r.~4.~. . . ........................ ... ..............................................
INCLUSIVE DATES...... August.....26.~.ept....l ........................................
N OTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboar d; numbers and names of boats m et with ; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
bird or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .......... A:µg_µ~.t. . .?9:':'.'13..i.or..<i..\3 .. J.~.f.t. . .t..h.13.

roost all right this morning •••• Cruised over to Pavillion
Key a nd spent most of the day birding, looking for fall migrants,
No change in the
evening flight with about 40,000 White Ibis roosting. Two Bald Eagles were perched in
trees along the mainland during the flight . Mr . and Mrs . Geiger, new residents of
Turkey Key, stopped by to say hel lo on their way down the coast from town ••••• At the
roost for the night.

Date .....A:ugu.s.t ..2.7~R.oo.st.ing ... birds .. left

all right this morning . Cruised over to Pavillion Key
ih the morning. ~ Went up the Huston River later in the afternoon.
Hot weather down this way. Some of the hot t est we've had in quite a while . Showers
late i n the afternoon. About 35,000 ~v h . Ibis this evenin.
Few ibis get in before
6:00 with the height of the flight about 6:.30 PM .x Nice flights for both flyways hit a
peak about the same time.
back down the coast in v -e afternoon. Stiff NW winds
blowing with a heavy thumder storm to the North . Little change in the evening flight.
No boats in the area during flight.
At the roost for the night.

Date ....../\..µgµ~_t..... ~$.::::ln. ...E.v.~.r.gl.a.Q.~.~.,, ..J:.hen

Date........... Aug.us.t ....2.9.,,,..Cr.uised ....av.er.... :t.o

Pavillion Key in the morning andXN looked around Huston &
Chatham Rivers in the afternoon. still about 35 , 000 ibis for the evening flight.

Date.......... A:t:ie.~.~.~ ....?.9.::~l]: . . °t:'.~~!l:.!...~ .. ~ ..!.~.Y.~Fglades.

A sloppy day , rain and squalls all day so didn 1 t go Jt
down the coast. It would have been a little rough. Had hoped it would clear by late
afternoon so I could be at Duck Rock but it didn 't.

D ate ...........A~~.~.~.... J..J:~.~P.:~....9.9.~....~h~.... ~oast

about 1:00 PM with Mr . and Mrs . Trautman and t hlimr
daughter. I figured that it would be better if I took the Trautmans down to the roost
instead of having them go down with a charter boatman, especially since I was all ready
in town . We had a wonderful time and I enjoyed it ver-y much. ve both found a new life
bird on Pavillion Key, one weather weakened Sooty Tern, probably blown in from that bad
weather yes~erday.
About .30,000 ih . Ibis this evening. We got back into town about
:00 PM.
Date....~:U ...S.e.p,t...... l~D.Q:w.n ...t.Q....U~~l< Rock . Visited Pavillion Key on th~e
cl
.
. . .t . l h ..
way down. No change in the ibis flight with 30 , 000 or so making t e rac war en si.gn 01 ini ia e1 e.
1
trip in. Andy titdl&xi McLa.mn and another sport fisherman .stop ed
~
by for a vis t. Three c r·rnaercial fisherman from Turkeh Key also
........................,/)..........,.....................
stopoed by jn the evening .
At the roost for the nig t .
( .................................\. ..........................{j . . ............. . . .

&

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ............ .P.:µgk ... R.9.gk ................~ ................................ ..
INCLUSIVE DATES .... ~.f:l.P~.!..... ?.:?.................. ... .......... ...................... ...............

NOTE:

........... ................STATE. .............f,:\,Qr.t,g~.................... .................................................. ..

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts p u r chased or taken aboard; number s and names of b oats m et with; n ames of p er·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenin gs ; any disturban ce of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds ohserved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date . ...Se..P.t... .... 2~

..S.till . .no.... c.hange ... in evening flight. 11 eather hot and muggy--with some late
afternoon showers.

Date ..... Se.pt...J .... Qu:i.e.t .... t.o~.day: ..... R.oo.s.tin~

Ibis roosting.

bi ds still showing no change with about 30,000 White
'!'he NE flyway is the busiest but quite a few birds come in from the SE,

Date .. Se.pt ... 4.'.::'.F r.i.e.nd.s.....of.mine. ....fr.orn

Miami came over to spend two days with me. l"rank Higgins,
Maggie Jennings and Lois Tredinnick •• We went down thecoast in the afternoon. About
30 , 000 Vih . Ibis vame in to roest this evening . Rob Thompson with his boat 11 Snooky 11 was
at the roost with a party from town and ~r . & Mrs. Hammond, guests of Roy Ozmer's
were also here , in their outboard cruiser. My party spent the night at Hoy Ozmer• s
on Peli can Key as his guest s .

Date ..ii.e.pt .. ..5."::'Little.....c.bange.... in ... t.h.e.

evening flight with ab out 30 , 000 White Ibis coming in. OvEr
300 Man 0 1 War Birds settled in for the night, Height of the flight is about 6:30 P.M.
Approx. 5,000 Br. Pelicans, D.C. Cormorants, Louisiana Herons , Snowy Egrets, Litt le
Blue Herons, And Am. Egrets ~ also.

..

Date.. e.~P°!'. .... ?..~.~.~

~Y.~.~g~.B.:9.~.l?..~ ... §.1:'..C'.~~ area SE of Bahamas spotted this afternoon, fairly close in
so with what rain & squalls there were in the afternoon, I didn't go down the coast.
Small craft warnings were up with locam NE winds making it quite slopny on the outside.
Left for Miami in the eveni ng.

Date.....$..~P..t..~ .....7.:::-Jn...MJ:..~@...~....Yf.~.n.t.. .t.-..9. .. Jawyers office in the morning :f.ux with Mr. Brookfield to

meet Mr . Wakefield, then attended the hearing in the afternoon, the hearing for extensi(R
of the Society's application along with Major± Bowes ••••• Hurricane Edna moving in on
the Bahamas late this afternoon.
-

Date..... §.~P~....?:::-I~~.9.)5.....~P.: ...~Y..~!'.g.~.9!?..:?..~. Hurricane Edna still off of Mi

Didnlt go down the coast. Wanted to make sure the storm
moved far up the coast enough so wouldn't swing back.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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INCLUSIVE DATES .....$.~P.~ ..9.:'.'.'.:l:.?. .................................................................. .
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numh er s and names of boats met with; names of p ersons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .. P.~.P:t:-. ! .... .9..'.".'... J?.C'.".'.~. . ~.c:> ....1?:U.:C::lc...~.<'.~~... i n t he a ft ernoon. No boat s around the fooSC although a
half dozen or so pompa.np boats were o· t in the gulf for some netting after dark.
About
25,000 v1hite Ibis this evening. Over 300 Man 0 1 War Hirds roosted also . At the roo st !'or
the night .

Date .... $.~.Pt... ...l.0:':'.'.:S.i.r.!J.$.... l~.f.t. .. t.h.~ ....r.Q9St in good shape this morning. borne showers to-day. t.;ruised
over to Pavillion Key and checked on migrants •••• The flight this evening was under average with
maybe a litt le more than 20,000 1hite Ibis. Pompano boats .exwere around to-night but awt!fY

off shore .

At the roost for the night .

·

Date .... .S.e.p.t . .... ll~ ... At .....the ....r .ao.st.... in the morning. A few outboard cruisers in the area to day,
fishing . Little change in the evening flight , with about 20,000 uhite Ibis roosti ng, along
with 300 or so Man 0 1 War Birds .

Date .... ~~P~.~.....:l:.?.:::...P..<?.!'.~. . ~.b.~.....~.~-~.~ ....i..n the afternoon with Mr . & Mrs . Paul Byers , and their two
children. I usually take the Byers family out for a day i n the late summer for my boat is tied
up near their home when I'm in town . They scrt of keep an eye on it. Fair flight this evening
with about 20,000 hite Ibis .

Date..... $.~P~. ~.... ;1,3.'.'.'.".;I:D: ...¥.~~r;\~.~ .... H~Y.E:3.....~.0..

day pa.eking things and

~

Date.... 9.~.P.~ ....;JJ.+,::~~.~~ ....~n:

. .~Y.~.;:_g~~.?.~.~.

move out of my old apartment in Coconut Grove , so spent the
cleaning up the place . I n Miami for the night .

and down the coast .

Li ttl e change i n the fl i ght with about

20 , 000 White Ibi s roosting .

Date.....S.e.p:t..... 15.~In ..E:v:er.glades....dur..ing

mornifl8 and at Ducli: Rock in he E. h
afternoon. N1!I flyway dropped off a lit t le and approx. 15, 000
White Ibis roosted .

d

.

. .. l h

·J2~~r·· k :gnt{_'~,,~n:jj_

rJSj}.. .M.J~. . . .. . ~<1JJ...· : ~
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.. ... ................... STATE. ..... :J:i'.l.9:r.1.<¥.t;·. ... . ..........

......... . ............................ . .......... .

t .O. . . ~Y......7.,.... . l~.P.5. .............

R eport weather conditions; areas patr olled; hours and minutes spent p atrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or pa rts pu rch ased or tak en aboard ; numbers and n ames of boats met with ; n ames of p ersons met wi th in sanctuary areas or taken along. Men tion any u nu su al h app enin gs; any disturban ce of
birds or oth er wildlife; estimate num bers and kinds of birds observed at r oosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate .....~Y. .... ~,, .....l~.5..9. .............. . . ...... . ............ 9 : 10 AM departed Tavernier on boat "Audubon" with
Charles Brookfield for Everglades and Duck Rock . Sea chop~ and strong winds
from the N. w. and N. E .
Arrived at Everglades about 7:30 PM, we were met by
Hank Bennett . After supper Charlie caught the 9 :15 Bus for Miami, Hank stayed
with friends and I stayed on the "Audubon" .

D ate ...... M~Y. ... Q.1 .....l.~.99. ............. . .............. . ... ... Hank showed me around Everglades and where to get
supplies . Had Roy Braman tune up engine on the Audubon ( the charge for this was
$2 . 00 which Hank paid for . ) • Departed Eglades about 2:30 PM for Duck Rock, with
Hank showing me the route through% Sandfly Pass . We stopped off at Pelican Key
to see Roy Ozmer . Arrived at D. Rock at 4:00 PM. While we were having supper
and old friend of Hanks from years past stopped by to see him, they were Mr . Tom
& Mrs . (the new one) Nables . Birds that came into D. R. to Roost were 35 White

Ibis, 14 Man- 0-War, about 150 Louisiana Heron, a few Snowy & Amer . Egrets , Pelicans
Cormorants . There is some nesting activity on the island, mostly Brown Pelicans,
Cormorants , Louisiana Heron . Hank thinks the reason for so few birds is the
dry weather . Weather fair and cleE:> . Tied up at D. R. for the night .
Purchased 73 5/10 gal Gas ($24 . 98), 1 galv. can 10 gals , 1 flashlight and 5 batter
($ 6 . 74} .
D ate .......M~Y. . . 9.,, . . l.~.5..9.............. . . .......... ............. ..... Dep . D. R. for Eglades , Coleman stove on the bum - one
burner out and the other on tlte way . Ordered parts will arrive in about two weeks .
Dep . Por D. R. and arrived there about 4 : 00 PM . Birds that came into roost tomight
were 31 White Ibis, 34 Man- 0- War, about 200 Louisiana Heron, Cormorants, Snowy &
Amer . Egrets and Brown Pelicans . 2 Spoonbill flew over but didn' t stop . Tied up
at D. R. for the night .
D ate .......~Y. .... 7.,, .... . l .QQ.5. ....... ..... ............................... 6 ; 00 AM 6 spoonbill leaving D. Rock .
:30 or 40 Spoonbill feeding in cove N. N.W. of D. Rock . Took the route around P}'avil1ion Key to
Eglades to drop Hank off . Departed for D. Rock (this was rrry first trip alone,
did not have any trouble finding my way . Birds that came in tonight were 52 White
Ibis, 2 Spoonbill, 37 Man-0- War, about 150 Louisiana Heron, Snowy & Amer . Egrets ,
Cormorants and B. Pelicans . A Bald Egale was on the Rock and 6 Spoonbill came
over but did not stop . There are a couple of gray king birds hanging around the

· . Th.a·oats
o t~. oard)~[ot9rama
~r,om ~ F~ . M.Y.~:r;-s, ~o S,hark ....R.i ver
Tied up at D. R"ock for the night . ·
.. ~-

the i'siancl'~
about 25 or 30

Date...................................................................................................

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowcllng}
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....... .......STATE ... ... ~.i.<?..J:'J~................ . ..... . . ......................................... .... .

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .........~Y...... 6..1......l .9..5.P. . .... . ....... . .. .... ... .... At D. Rock all day cleaning up the Audubon, should
have been filling cracks and holes around hatch. Birds that came in tonight
were 104 White Ibis, 50 Man- 0-War, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, 6 Spoonbill, 1 Gt . White
Heron, and about 375 Louisiana Heron, Snowy & Amer . Egrets, Little Blue Heron,
Cormorants, and B. PelicEns . 9 White Ibis made two passes over the island, one
from the North and one from the East, then headed north §nd did not return . 2
Snowy Egrets flying with necks extended, doesn't agree with Peterson.
Sprunt
.

.

does not have any thing to say about this in Florida Bird Life.
D. Rock for the night . Weather fair and clear .

Tied up at

Date........ Ma:y. . .9.,... . 19.5.5 .............. . ....... . ................. Departed D. Rock for Eglades, got los
~andfly pass
for about a l/2 hE>ur . didnot have any more trouble getting 't o Eglades . <Jaugb'.t
the 1:10 PM bus for Miami to pick u r dio and battery . Spent the night in
Miami . Weather fair and cl
··

Date........ ~.Y......+.OJ......l~.9..P. .. ............. ........................ Departed Miami on the 8: 15 RM bus arriving in Eglades
12:30 PM. Departed for D. Rock after checking mail nad getting supplies. Birds
that came in tonight were 129 White Ibis, 50 Man-O~ar, about 400 Louisiana Heron,
Snowy & Amer. Egrets, Little Blue Heron, Cormorants and B. Pelicans . Tied up at
D. Rock for the night . Weather fair and clear .

Date........May.... l].,. . . l.9.5.5 ......... ............ . . .............. At D. Rock all day except for a rum over to Pravillion
Key to practice dockiU-g. Birds that came in tonight were 129 White Ibis, 120
Man-0-War, 2 Ospreys, about 450 Louisiana Heron, Snowy & Amer . Egrets, Little Blue
Heron, Cormorants and B. Pelicans, also 13 Spoonbill and 2 gray king birds .
Weather - winds shifted from the N. w. to the s. E. looks like a squall coming ·
up. No rain. At sunset 24 Spoonbill left D. R. heading N. N.w. X Tied up at D.
Rock for the night •
Date.......~J: .... lg_.......19..05. .............. . .................. . .... At D. Rock all day, didnot do very much of anything.
Birds that came in tonight were 184 White Ibis, 26 Spoonbill, 4 Gray king birds ,
1 Osprey, 25 Man-0-War, about 500 Louisiana Heron, Snowy & Amer. Egrets, Little
Blue Heron, Cormorants and B. Pelicans. · 13 White Ibis came in during the day(these
are not includ.ad in the total above . About 15 Sp oonbi l~ feeding in the cove N. N.W.
of D. Rock. Tied up at D. Rock for the night. Weather fair and clear .
Date....... M.~.Y......1.9..,. ..... l.~.QQ...... .................................. 7 :45 AM 20 Spoonbill feed
ing on bar on s. E. tip of D. Rock . Departed for
Eglades. Stayed i n Eglades over night .

( Use additional aheet to tivaid crowdins)
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; n~mes of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; nny disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hircls observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ........ Mt:l.Y.....l~. 1 .. .. J.~9.9.......... .................... ........ Finished getting supplies and departed for D. Rock
arriving t here about 3:45 PM. Birds that came in tonight were 211 White Ibis,
6 Spoonbill, 26 Man-0-War , 4 Gray King Birds, 1 Gt . Blue Heron, about 800 Louisiaru
Heron, Snowy & Amer . Egrets, Little Blue Heron, Cormorants and B. Pelicans .
17 Spoonbill took off at sunset possibly to feed as the tide was going out .
58 3710 Gal of gas ($19 . 81) also 2 qts of paint ($5 . 00) . Weather fair and clear .
Tied up at n. Rock for the night .
Date.................................................................................................. .

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date................................................................................................. ..

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................
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INCLUSIVE DATES ......MgY......l..P.....~.9.. .... I.vlg.Y......~.l.,......l.Q.Q.P ....
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unu sual happenings ; any distur bance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ... ..M.gy ..;u..P..,... .lQ.9.S. ... ...... ...... ............... 8 :30 AM 1 Spoonbill, 1 Osprey, 3 Anhings came in at
D. Rock. About 9:00 ~M 46 w. Ibis left the island Heading north, 20 more w. Ibis
left D. Rock at 10:20 AM. At D. Rock all day. There was a large increase j.n
White Ibis tonight almost 6 times more than on the 14th. Bir
a~ came in tonight vrere 1,000 White Ibis, about 200 Man-0-War, 40 ~oon~ill, 3 Gt. Blue Heron,
about 600 L
s ana Itero , Snowy & Amer. Egrets, L
le Blue Heron, Cormorants,
and B. Pelicans. Tied up At D. Rock for the night. Weather fair and clear.
Date ......Mg:r. .. l9.., .... l$..Q.P..... ................................. 6 :15.A!.M 20 Spoonbill. feeding on S. E. tip of D. Rock ,
also 12 more came in. Went into Eglades to get supplies and returned to D. Rock
about 4:15PM. Birds that came in tonight were 2 000 White Ibis, 100 to 125 Mano-war,
~nbili, 2 Gt . Blue Heron, l Gray k ng
rd, a~ont 700 Louisiana
Heron, nowy & ~mer. Egrets, Little Blue Heron, Cormorants and B. Pelicans.
Tied up at D. Rock for the night. Weather fair and clear.
Date ...... M~Y......l .7,,. .... l.Q.5.5............ ............... .......... Departed D. Rock for Eglades, just behind Rabbit Key
two people in a small. boat waved me down. Their boat had borken down an they
had been there all night. Took them down to Morman Key. They were Mrs. J L.
Lopez and her brother, she is the wife of one of the local fisherman .
Started
a a
for Eg ades •• Caught the 1:10 PM bus for Miami. Stayed overnight in

Miami.
Date .......May:....1.8.,......19.5.5..................................~ ..... Returned to Eglades at 3 :45 PM and departed for D.
Rock. There was a spring tide and I ot stuck in the mud twice. The second time
was just about a quarter of a mile r. • Rock and I"had to wait for the tide to
come in. Tried to count the birds from there thew. Ibis only. StilJJ. about
2,000. Got to D. Rock after dark. Tied up for the night. Weather fair and
clear.
Date.......MgY...... l.~., ... . .l..~..S.S......... ............... ....... ......... At D. Rock all daiy .
It started raining and is still
raining.
f the boat leak
~ thi~
t. Another squall around
4 :00 PM winds from S. • up o 5 or 30 MPH. Squall disturbed the :rvran-0-War
and about 200 rose from the island, then settled down again. Birds that came in
tonight were 7
t !pis, 50 more Man-0- War, about 1,500 Louisiana Heron,
Snowy & Amer. grets, Little Blue Heron, Cormorants, and B. Pelic:ns. Tied up
~t D. Rock for the night.
Date......~.Y..... .?..Q.,. ...l.~.R.P...•.............................. ... .... Went into Egladws to get rs,rts for the Coleman Stove
which cost $12.00 net. Returned to D. Rock at 4:00PM. Birds th.a.it came in tonight
were
00 W
is, 96 Man-0-War, 2 Spoonbill, 2 Gray king birds, about 1,500
Louis ana eron, nowy & Amer. Egrets, Little Blue, Cormorants, and B. Pelicans.
Tied up at D. Rock for the night. Weather fair and clear.
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WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) .........P:tl.:9k.:.....B:9.9lt.....g.p g . A.:r.'..~.~.....
INCLUSIVE DATES... ....... ... .....M~Y. ....?..~...... ...t..O.... ......M~Y. ..2..~l#- ..... 19 55

.............. STA TE...... ....fi'.l..O..;r.i..0,1}., __.................................................................... ..

NOTE: Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
Date ...... .~.Y.... .?..?.i. . . J.~.!5..9. .... . ........................ Worked with Art Eifer in Eglades,, and some work on
the Audubon . So late I stayed in Eglades over night .

Date ........M~.Y. . .?..9...J.. ....l.~P..9-.... .............................. Returned
to Duck Rock at 5:30 PM. Birds that
came into roost tonight were 10,,000 White Ibis ,, 200 Man-0-War,, 1 Gray King
Bird,, and about 1,,500 Louisiana,, Little Blue Heron,, Snowy & Amer Egrets,,
Cormorants and B. Pelicans .
Weather cloudy with winds up to 15 MPH from
the s . w.
Tied up at Duck Rock for the night .

Rtc8ke~·-· · · ·~t.Yi5~~{r· · · · · .. ·~-;-~~-· · · · -a·1i·· · da;: ~~ i!~~~ai~~~r~1ft-~-~~~~f;in~~d~ :

iii

Est
~~~D~c~ew
Louisiana Heron and B. Pelicans bringing in nesting mate r i~l . Also there are a
c~u121~...-2L~J.¥1.t a~ 1 female and 1 male ,
am not s&~ ~~~ ,!i~iRk _ ~J.11~y; ..:.8i~~"' n~!3t
in&.~ Birdstha
came in to roost tonight were 3,000 Whi:Ce "'J:'O!s,, 9'7 oon- tr;.;..
War, i Osprey,, and 5 Gray King Birds . 72 B. Pelicans came in also, but no spoonbills .
Weather Fair and Clear . Tied up at D. Rock for the night .
Date.......... .MaY. ........2.5..,......1.9..5.5. . . . ...................... .... 6 ::00 AM 50 Spoonbill feeding on S • E . tip of D.
Rock . 4 Spoonbill came in at l:ooPM • Mr . Weeks a fisherman stopped by on
his way to Eglades . Squalls this evening with winds up to 20MPH,but no rain
at D. Rock, Ca t_l\112-~~J-:~.gi; ~ Qµ.. tti..e ~, '~-. MY _,~~bi'.~ , . s<~9Iu.:ie,,d.~ ..,py. :t,o , se.e . ~ . Birds
that came into roos tonight were 15 1 000 White Ibis,, 150 Man- 0- War , Louisiana
Heron dropped off some , rest of the birds about the same . Most of the birds
came in
on the N. & N. w. flyway .
Tied up at D. Rock for the night .
Date ..........Mgy .........2.6.,..........1.9..5.5 ......... . ............... 6 :00 AM 30 spoonbill feeding on s . E. tip of D. Rock .
Went into Eglades for paint & gas (69 8/10 gal $23 . 73 and 2qts paint $5 . 00) .
Returned to D. Rock at 4;30 PM . Birds that came into roost were ~~~te
Ib s, l Gt . Blue Heron, 39 Man-0-War, about 1,500 Louisiana,, Little Blue Heron
Snowy & Amer .
Egrets,, Cormorants and B. Pelicans .
Saw 4 w. Ibis that just
came out of the nest . Birds came in on the N. & N. w. flyway . Weather fair &
clear . Tied up at D. Rock for the night .
Date...... ....M§,.Y......2.'7...,......19..5.5...................................... 6 :O>O> AM 15 spoonbill feeding on S . E. tip of D.
Rock . At D. Rock all day,, didn ' t feel togood . Birds that came into roost were
15,000 w. Ibis , 110 Man- 0-War,, 30 Spoonbill, 4 Gt . Blue Heron and 90 Amer Egrets .
About the same number of Louisiana,, Little Blue Heron,, Snowy Egrets,, Cormorants
and B. Pelicans as last night . 2 Gray King Birds still around . Most of the
White Ibis came in from the N. w. Weather Fair and Clear . Tied up at D. Rock
for the night .
Date.......... M.~.Y..... ?$..,,.....l.~.9..P................ ...................... Dave Lopez stopped by ai.t
3:15 AM to thank me for tkaing his wife and her brot Each warden sign or initial here:
down to Morman Key . At . D. Rock all day . Birds that
.....................................
came into roost were 15,500 w. Ibis,, 27 Spoonbill , 74
M- 0- W, rest of the birds about the same . Weather Fai
and clear •
Ttf1il o'mitrotzPsFieJtq81&vcti9~,.o~~ight •
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ........P..µok ... .B9.0.k..... . _gnQ.....A:r..e.~ ..... ............... . . .... STATE . ......f.l..9.:r..1.Q.!?....... ....... ... .............. ... .... ....... . ............... .........
INCLUSIVE DATES ......MgY. ....?..~..... t..9. .....J.Jµ;:>& ....4..,..... .l...$..9..P. ... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m e t with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .........M~Y.... ~Q.,, .........l.~.P..S. ........... ... . ..... 6 ;55 AM 15 Spoonbill in bush on S. E. tip of D. Rock.
Went into Eglades to help Art Eifer with his boat. Stayed overnite, (caught
the 9t30 PM Bus for Miami)in Miami.

went down to
Datc......... ~.Y. .....3..0.,. ..... ...l.~. P..P... ............. ... . ... . Returned to Eglades
at 3 :.30 PM and
D. Rock. Birds
that came into roost were 15,000 w. Ibis, 37 Man-0-War, 7
Spoonbill, and 1 Anhinga. Still about the same with the
other birds with
the exception of the B. Pelicans only counted 6.
Weather cloudy, but no rain.
Most of the b~rds are coming in on the N., N. w. and s. E. flyway. Tied up at
D. Rock for the nighto
Date .......... .M~Y. .... 3..1 ., .....1.9..B..5................................. At. D.
Rock all day. About 200 M-0-W rose from
the island twice today.
Birds that came into roost were 15,000 w. Ibis, 62 Man
0-War, 1 Osprey, 1 Gt. Blue Heron. Did not bother to check the other birds.
eather fair and clear. Tied up at D. Rock for the night.

Date ........... J'.IJP..J.:>. ... ..l.,. .....l.~.P.P.... .................... ... ....... At D. Rock aill day, did little work on the boat.
3:30PM had a bad squall from the S.E. changing to the North. Had rain, hail,
and winds up to 30 MPH. Storm over at 4:30 PM. About 150 Man-0-War and 5
Spoonbill left
the island during the storm. Birds that came into roost were
15,000 w. Ibis, 160 Man-0-War, 3 Spoonbill, 2 Gt. Blue Heron and 2 GrlifY King
BDirdRs .kwfea thtehr Cloiuhdyt. B(s§s <?~ . !~....9ll-.ly~..'"' f!~u ~...!t!,.>!'-t'!,~ !~!71 • Tied up at
• oc
or
e n g •
See attached sheet
D.jlte............ J.J.me.. ... 2:,, .....1.9.§§.t .....h........................ Wdent tintighoEtglaRdets fordstuppDlieRs. kHankt w~ s PthMereBi d
ana we t·aJr over W.LU:\
appene las n
•
e urne
o • oc a 4 :v 0
•
r s
that came to roost were 17~oqg . $~~ 29 Man.. 0-War, about 150 already on
island. Kept lookout for ooats4fn the area, none appeared. Weather fair and
clear. Tied up at D.
Rock for the night.

Date............J..un.e. .....4.,. .....1.9.S..Q...........................W.~.nt into Eglades
for suppl
and returned to D. Rock. Birds that came into roos
were ~.~o11~.
44 M-0-W, ·3 Gt. Blue Heron and
2,000 L. & Little Blue
Heron, Snowy & Amer. Egrets
Cormorants and B. Pelicans. Weather Fair And Clear.
Tied up, at D• Mikcu1£'£.'.3nar1lReePt~ft~td crowding)
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NOTE:

~eport. weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours anJ minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbe~s and names of boats met with; names of pers~ns

met with m sanctuary areas or taken along. Menllon any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or o~her wildlife; estimate numbers and kh1ds of hirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; ·areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with ; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or n esting
concentrations.
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SANCTUARY (or gene ral a rea ) ...........
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R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes sp e nt patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happe nings ; any disturbance of
hirds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or n esting
concentrations.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso1
line, oil or parts purchased or take n aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of bird observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patro ed; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

NOTE:

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m e t with; names of per·
sons m e t with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate number s and kind s of bir ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
&one met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds oh11erved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratione.
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NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats me t with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
ions met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds ohs1;rved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratione.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons m e t with in san~tuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of bird s observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
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Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or tukeu aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or n esting
concentrations.
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